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PREFACE.

The First Edition of this Guide was issued, without

illustrations, on the 19th April, 1881 ;
the second in 1882,

illustrated with thirty-one wood engravings
; a third, slightly

altered, appeared in 1884. A fourth Edition, almost wholly

re-written, with many fresh illustrations, appeared in 1886,

and a fifth, with only a few alterations, in 1888. Of these

five editions, altogether 15,000 copies have been issued.

The publication of Mr. R. Lydekker’s Museum Catalogues

of the “ Fossil Mammalia,” Parts I-Y. (1885-87), and the

“Reptilia and Amphibia,” Parts I-IV. (1888-90), has com-

pelled the re-arrangement of a great part of these Collections,

and also changed the plan of the Guide. Much additional

information is given in this Edition, and the illustrations have

been increased front forty-nine to two hundred and eleven. It

has therefore been found necessary to subdivide it into two

parts, each of which is larger than the former Guide.

The writer is largely indebted to the authors of Xicholson’s

and Lydekker’s “ Palaeontology ” (Yol. II., “ Yertebrata,” by

R. Lydekker), from which numerous notes and extracts have

been made in the compilation of this Guide, as well as to Mr.

Lydekker, for much personal help. The Director, Professor

Flower, has kindly read the sheets and made valuable sug-

gestions and emendations. The [Members of the Staff of the

Department have also obligingly assisted in the work.

HEXRY WOODWARD.

Department of Geology,

10th April, 1890.
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GEOLOGY and PALAEONTOLOGY.

INTRODUCTION.

N KAFiLT evciy city has within its hounds some relies of earlier

times, when a more ancient people occupied the same spot.

Thus below modern London we find various layers of

accumulated soil, each marked by tokens of former times.

In one we find the charred relics of the wooden buildings

which preceded the more modem brick and stone houses
;
be-

neath this are found weapons, coins, and pottery, telling of

Norman and Saxon times. More than 20 feet down we come

upon the relic-bed of Roman London, and in some parts two

Roman periods have been recognised with remains of buildings

at different depths. At a still lower level, along the course of

the ancient Wall-brook, remnants of pile-dwellings have been

discovered, which were probably occupied by an earlier British

race.

In the ancient gravels of the Thames Valley, both beneath

and around London, stone implements, left by a yet earlier

people, have been frequently met with, associated with bones

and teeth of the Mammoth.

If in a similar manner we investigate those larger layers of

Chalk and Limestone, Sandstone, Clay, or Slate, composing the

Earth’s crust, we not only find that they rest upon one another,

so that we can judge of their relative age by the order of their

superposition, but that, like the layers of soil below London,

they are often full of relies which tell of the fomier inhabitants

that lived, flourished, and died out, to be succeeded by another

race which have in their turn shared the same fate.

»



INTRODUCTION".xii

Geology deals with the Earth, the composition of the various

strata, or layers, of which it consists, their present and former-

extent, and the physical conditions under which they were

deposited, and the changes they have since undergone.

Palieontology deals with the remains of ancient life found

in the various layers, and strives, by comparison with living

forms, to restore the successive faunas and floras which have

passed away, and to trace by those relics their past, dis-

tribution, and thus to show the evolution of life on the earth

from the earliest, times to our own.

So many good books on Geology and Palaeontology have

been published * that it is not necessary to give in such a guide-

book as the present a treatise on the science, but merely to

explain that the Vertebrata in the Galleries are arranged

according to their zoological classes, orders, and families (so far

as these can be ascertained)
;
and upon the label to each is

placed its name, its geological position, and the locality whence

it was derived. In the Invertebrata and Plants each class is

also grouped chronologically in order, from the latest deposits

to the earliest in which it occurs.

Whenever a specimen has been figured and described in a

scientific work, a green disk is affixed to it, and a reference is

given to the author, and to the name and date of the work

where it was published.

Explanatory labels and illustrations have been introduced -in

many instances, to afford fuller information to visitors respecting

the objects exhibited.

The plan, facing p. 98, will serve to show the general arrange-

ment of the cases and their contents. The small Table of

Strata, on p. x, is given to indicate the range in time of the

great groups of Mammals, Birds, Reptiles, Fishes. Invertebrates,

and Plants.

H. W.

* See specially “Manual of Paleontology,” by Prof. II. Alleyne
Nicholson and R. Lydekker, in 2 yols. (3rd Edition). Win. Blackwood and
Sons, Edinburgh and London. 1889.
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GUIDE TO THE DEPARTMENT

OF

GEOLOGY AND PALAEONTOLOGY.

SOUTH-EAST GALLERY.

Vertebrate Animals.*

Class 1.—MAMMALIA.

The Cases in tlie South-east Gallery are devoted to the ex- Gallery,

hibition of the remains of Animals of the class Mammalia,! the on

great proportion of which are only met with as petrifactions or
fossils in those newer layers known to geologists as the Tertiary
and Quaternary deposits, forming the more superficial part of
the earth’s crust. (See Table of Strata, p. x.) Earlier traces See Table-

of such higher class of animals are comparatively rare
;
but PaviibJn

met with in the Eocene formation, and a very few remains Gallery,’

of the lower types, which are mostly extremely small in No - 2
> on

size, occur in rocks of Secondary age. For example, the skull
1>lan*

of a small mammal, named Tritylodon longoevus, from the Trias

of Basuto-land, South Africa : Microlestes Moorei (represented

by teeth only), from the Rhsetic beds of Somerset, and If. anti-

quum from the Trias of Germany
; Dromatherium, from North

America
;
and other species, small but more numerous, from

the Great Oolite of Stonesfield, and the Purbeck beds of

England and America. Quite recently’ (1889) Prof. O. C.

* In this great division of the Animal Kingdom are included all animals
which possess a backbone.

+ Animals that suckle their young
; in this class are included, besides

man, all the higher animals.

(1189) b
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Q Ma mmalia found in Caves.

at are of
Deposits.

Human Re-
mains in
Caves.

Wall-case,
Ho. 1, Pier-
case, No. 2,
Table-case,
No. 1 (South
side).

Marsh has discovered in the “ Laramie ” formation in strata

of Cretaceous age, in Dakota and Wyoming Territory, X.
America, numerous remains of small mammals having close

affinities with those previously known and described from strata

of Triassic and Jurassic age. (For drawings, see small Table-
case, Xo. 14a, in S.E. Pavilion.)

Many of the mammalia found fossil are extinct, but a very
large number belong to forms closely related to, or even identical

with, existing terrestrial orders—such as the cat-tribe (lion and
tiger), the dog, wolf, the seal, the bear, and hyfena; the rhino-
ceros, horse, elephant, hippopotamus, pig, giraffe, camel, deer,

ox, sheep ;
the beaver, marmot, hare

;
the whale, etc.

The deposits which have yielded the largest proportion of

these remains are met with in caves and fissures in limestone-

rocks ;
in old lake and river valley-basins, filled up with

gravels, sands, loess clays, and brick-earth washed down from
the higher lands by rain and rivers

;
shell-marls, and peat-

deposits
;

ancient forest-beds, which have been covered up
and submerged

;
and delta deposits formed in the estuaries of

great rivers, such as the Thames, the Severn, the Rhine, the
Xile, the Ganges, the Mississippi, the Amazon, and La Plata.

The frozen soil of the great alluvial plains bordering the
Arctic sea both in the Old and Xew World is also rich in

remains of large herbivorous animals, such as the “Mammoth”
and the “Woolly Rhinoceros,” that once inhabited these high
northern latitudes before the climate became too damp, or too
cold for the growth of forest trees.

All over the world caves are to be met with, hollowed out by
underground waters in wearing their way through limestone
rocks. Examples of the animal remains found in some of these
may be seen in theWall and Table-cases. As these caves have fre-

quently served in prehistoric times as habitations for Primitive
Man, when he lived by hunting and fishing, we frequently meet
with evidence of human occupation, as the charcoal and ashes
of fires,—the burnt and broken fragments of the bones of
animals upon which he subsisted,—the rude implements of

stone and bone which served as his weapons in the chase, or for

domestic purposes, and even—but more rarely—rudely incised

figures of the animals which he saw and hunted, and the cherished
ornaments of shell or bone which he had laboured to make for

the decoration of his person.

It often happens that the same cave has served at different

periods as a refuge for man and for various wild beasts,

as for instance, the cave-lion, bear, or hyfena. Examples of

remains of these animals, and of the gnawed bones of their

prey, may be seen from Oreston, Brixham, and Kent’s Cavern,
Devonshire

;
from Durdham Down and Pen Park Cave, West-

bury, Gloucestershire
;
Ban well, Hutton, and Wookey-Hole



Human remains. 3

Caves, Somerset
;
Doward’s Wood Cave, Herefordshire

; Windy Wall-case
Knoll fissnre, near Castleton, and Creswell Crags, Derbyshire

;
No. 1, Pier-

Kirkdale, Yorkshire
;
Gower, Glamorganshire

;
Coygan Cave, S,

a®e.- No> 2
>

Carmarthenshire; Cae-Gwyn and Ffynnon-Beuno Caves, Yale Xo.
^"case ’

of Clwyd, Denbighshire ; and other British caves
;
.from Bruni-

quel, Nabrigas, and Dordogne in France
;
from Gailenreuth, etc.,

in Franconia
;
from Gibraltar

;
from Maccagnone, in Sicily;

from Minas Geraes, Brazil
;
from the Caves of Borneo

;
and

from the Wellington Caves, New South Wales.
Near the window, adjoining Wall case No. 1., is placed a

small glazed case containing reproductions of 52 objects found
in the caves of Aquitaine, France, explored by MM. Lartet and
Christy, and comprising barbed harpoons of reindeer-antlers,

arrow-straighteners, incised and carved antlers of reindeer,

bones of horse, etc. Some of the incised figures give an excellent
idea of the animals which the pre-historic cave-folk must have
seen and hunted, and whose remains make up so large a propor-
tion of the bone-breccia with which most of these caves were
filled. These objects have been described and figured by
MM. Lartet and Christy in their work entitled “ Reliquise Aqui-
tauicas,” 4-to, 1865-75, edited by Prof. T. Rupert Jones, F R.S.

(The originals of most of these objects are in Prof. Lartet’s

Collection.)

Sub-class 1.—Monodelphia (Eutheria.)

Order I.—PRIMATES.

Sub-order 1.

—

Anthropoidea.

Max.—In the, first Table-case are placed various human Primitive

remains from Kent’s Cavern ;
from the Gower Caves

;
from Man ‘

alluvium near Tilbui-y, in the Thames valley; from a turbary, Table-case,

or peat deposit, near Lewes
;
from Bruniquel, in France

;
from No- *•

Mulhausen; and from Brazil; casts of the Engis and Neanderthal
skulls. Examples of barbed haipoons made of reindeer-antler;

bone needles
;
worked horns and bones, from Kent’s Cavern,

and from Bruniquel
;
also an incised figure of a horse, cut on an

antler of Reindeer, from Neseliers in the Auvergne ; together

with numerous stone implements from various British and
Foreign localities, illustrative of Prehistoric Man.

In the Pier-case is placed the Fossil Human Skeleton brought Pier-case,

from Guadaloupe, in the West Indies, by#Sir Alexander Coch- No - 2 -

rone, R.N., and presented to the Museum by the Lords Com- Human
missioners of the Admiralty. Human skeletons are found at

Grand-Terre, adjoining the island of Guadaloupe in a coral- loupe.
Ua a "

limestone formation which occurs on the sea-shore at the base
of the cliffs, and more or less covered by the sea at high-
water. This limestone rock, which is of modem formation, is

B 2
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Fossil Monkeys—Lemurs.

Monkeys.
Table-case,
No. 1.

composed of tlie detritus of sliells and corals of species still

inhabiting the adjacent sea
;

it also contains some species of

land-shells and crabs, identical with those now living on the
island. Accompanying the skeletons are found ornaments of

jade, arrow-heads, fragments of rude pottery, and other articles

of human workmanship.
Moxkets.—In the Table-case are also placed the remains of

the Quadrumaxa (four-handed animals), including at the pre-

sent day the various families of the monkey tribe. The “ Cata-

rhine,”* or Old-World Monkeys, and the “ Platyrhine,”f or

Xew-World Monkeys. Remains of these animals are very
rarely met with in any part of the globe as fossils.

The earliest trace of Old-World Monkeys (Catarhina) is

found in the Miocene Tertiary formations of France and Italy;

Dryopithecus occurs in the Miocene of Sainte Gaudens, France,

and at Eppelsheim, Germany
;

Hylohates in the Miocene of

Switzerland: Oreopitliecus in Italy: and Mesopithecus at Pikermi,
near Athens. AntTiropithecus, Seumopithecus

,
Macacus and

Cynocephalus have been found in the Lower Pliocene deposits of

the Siwalik Hills, India. A single tooth, referred by Prof. Owen
to ILacacus pliocamus, was obtained from the brick-earth of

Grays, Essex. Macacus has also been found in the Pliocene of

Italy
;
Semnopithecus in that of France

;
and Hylobates in the

newer deposits of Borneo.
Here are also placed the remains of two Platyrhine monkeys

—Gchus apella and Myeetes ursinus, from the Caverns of Minas
Geraes in Brazil.

Lemurs.

Scb-order 2.—Lemuroidea.

The Lemurs are represented by Adapis from the Eocene of

Bass

I Table-case,
I No. 1.

Fig. Falatal aspect of the left upper teeth of Adapis maffna (Filhol) ; from the Upper
Eocene of Ilordwell, Hampshire.

Hordwell and the Older Tertiaries of France
;
also by Neero-

lemur from the Upper Eocene of Bach.

* From Greek : kata, downwards
;

rhines, nostrils ; because they hare

the nostrils approximated and opening downwards, as in man.

t From Greek
:

platus, broad
;

rhines, nostrils ; because the nostrils

open on the surface of the face, with a wide space between them.

cm SciELO 10 11 12 13 14



The Carnivora—Machcei-odus, etc.

Order II.—CARNIVORA (Flesh-eating Annuls).

Sub-okdee 1 .
—Pissipedia.

Here are exhibited the remains of a large number of cami- Pier-case,

vorous animals, chiefly from caves, representing the Lion, Lynx,
Hyaena, and Wolf, all ancient denizens of this Island

;
with the south side!

[

Fox, Dog, Badger, Glutton, Otter, Weasel, and many other allied carnivora :

forms—mostly represented by skulls and lower jaws. Here are Lion, Tiger
\

also placed the skulls, teeth, and hones of the “great sabre-toothed Hyaena, &c.

tiger ” (Machxrodux) remarkable for the enormous development

of the canine teeth, and also

for its wide geographical dis-

tribution. These remains have

been met with in Kent’s Cavern,

Torquay, in Creswell Crag
Caves, Derbyshire, in the Nor-

folk Forest-bed, in the Miocene

Tertiary deposits of Eppelsheim

in Germany, the Auvergne in

France, the Val d’Arno in

Italy, the Pampas deposits and

the bone-caves of South

America, and the Lower Plio-

cene freshwater sandstones of

the Siwalik Hills in' India.

The Machcerodus is now quite

extinct.

Remains of Ihjcena eximia

from Samos, of ITycenudon,

Pterodon, etc., from the Lower
Tertiaries of France are placed

Fig. 3.—Lateral aspect of skull of the
“Great Sabre-toothed Tiger, " McicJuero-
dus neoyceus (Lund); from the Newer
Tertiary deposits of South America.

in this Table-case. Here are

SciELOcm 2 3 5 10 11 12 13 14 15



6 The Carnivora—Bears.

Table-case,
No. 2, Pier-
case, No. 3.

Pier-case,
No. 4.

Bears.

Table case,
No. 3.

Pier-case,
No. 4.

also exhibited various early representatives of the Carnivora,

the Aniphicyon, Simocyon
,
Dinocyon, and the Cynodictis, together

with other Miocene types
;
also remains of the Glutton, Badger,

Otter, Marten, Weasel, etc.

Fig, 4.—The right upper carnassial tooth of Ilywna striata (Zimra.)
;
from the Suffolk

crag (a, outer: b, oral aspects of tooth).

In the opposite Pier-case (No. 4) are exhibited the skeleton

ofjthe great cave-bear, TJrsus spelceus, from the Pleistocene cave-

deposits of Lozere, France, and numerous skulls of the same
species of bear from Westphalia, Franconia, Poland, etc.; also

the partially-restored skeleton of another large bear-like animal

whose remains have been obtained from the alluvial deposits

of Buenos Ayres, the Arciotlierium bonariense ,
of P. Gervais.

Remains of the Grizzly Bear ( TJrsus horribilis), are exhibited

from Ilford and Grays, "Essex
;
from Caves in England and

Wales
;
from Ireland, Gibraltar, and Franconia. Also remains

of the Brown Bear ( TJrsus arctos'), from the Manea Fen, Cam-
bridgeshire, and from Brixham Cave, Devonshire. Although

very widely distributed at the present day, the bears make

Fig. 5.—Eight ramus of mandible of Cephatogale brevirostris (Croizet)
;
Upper Eocene,

Each (Lot), France.



Carnivora and Insectivora. 7

their appearance in a comparatively late geological period, the pier-case,
oldest known type (referred to the genus Ihjunarctos) being No. 4.

found in the Pliocene deposits of Italy, India, etc.

- \
'

Fig. 7.—Palatal view of right upper cheek-teeth of Microchcerus erinaceus (Wood); Upper
Eocene, Hordwell, Hants.

Fig. 6.—Profile of skull and lower jaw of the “ Cave-Bear ” (Ursa* spelreus, Bosenm.)
from the Pleistocene cavern deposits of Germany (reduced).

Sub-order 2.—Pinnipedia (Fin-footed).

In the Table-case are exhibited remains of the marine Car- Seals and
nivora (Seals and Walruses) ;

comprising a good series of the Walrus,

tusks, or canine teeth, of a large extinct Walrus ( Trichechus ^)^®‘case >

Huxleyi), from the Red Crag of Suffolk
;
a lower jaw of the

°' '

common Walrus (T. rosmants), from the Dogger Bank; and a
series of plaster casts of portions of skeletons of several extinct

species from the Antwerp Crag, the originals of which are pre-

served in the Brussels Museum.

Order III.—INSECTIVORA (Moles, Shrews,
Hedgehogs).

This order comprises a number of small insect-eating Hedgehogs,
mammals, similar in many respects to the Rodentia

; but the Moles
> and

Shrews.

North side.
Table-case,
No. 24.

molar teeth are always serrated with numerous small pointed
eminences or cusps adapted for crus'hing insects. One of the



s Chiroptera, Dermoptera, and Rodentia.

oldest of these is the Microcheerus, from the Eocene of Hordwell
and a species of hedgehog (Erinaceus) is found in the Miocene
deposits of Oeningen. Others occur in the Pleistocene brick-
earth of Grays, Essex, the Norfolk Forest-bed, etc.

Order IV.—CHIROPTERA (Bats).

3»ts. The hats are characterised by having the fingers of the-

Table-case, fore-limbs enormously elongated and united by an expansible
2fo. 24. membrane (or patagiumi), which also unites the fore with the

hind limbs and the sides of the body. Some of the large
tropical bats are fruit-eaters

;
while others are insectivorous in

their diet. They are found fossil in the Gypsum quarries of

Montmartre (Upper Eocene), Paris, the species being named
Vespertilio parisiensis; others occur at Sansan and Mayence.
Phyllorhina, a genus of large horse-shoe bats found in tropical

egions in the Old World and in Australia, has been discovered
in the Upper Eocene of Caylux, France. Rhinolophus is found
in Kent’s Hole, Torquay. The Vampire bat, Vampyrus spectrum,

with several undetermined species of Phyllostoma occur in the
cave-deposits of Brazil.

Order V.—DERMOPTERA.

L^n
yinS

” The Galeopithecidce, or “ Flving Lemurs,” have no fossil
enrurs.

representatives known.*

Order VI.—RODENTIA (Gnawing Animals).

Kodentia. The Rodents, represented by the hares, rabbits, porcupines,

Ta^
bl
<>l

Case ’ ljeaTers
>
rats, mice, dormice, squirrels, and marmots, are cha-

racterised by the large development of their incisors, and the
absence of canine teeth.

Of the forty genera of Rodentia which have been found in a
fossil state, twelve extend back in time as far as the Eocene Ter-
tiary formation, but many of them belong to types of animals
which abound at the present day.

The Rodents are divided into two sub-orders, namely, the
Simplicidentata, w'hich have only two upper incisor teeth

;
and

the Duplicidentata, which possess a second smaller pair, placed
behind the large anterior upper pair.



The Bodentia—Beaver
,
Marmot, etc. 9

The “ Sonslik,” or pouched marmot (
SpermopMlus), is found

fossil in the Pleistocene brick-earths of the Thames Valley at
Trith, &c .

Flo. 8.—Profile of skull of a Bodent, Cynomyt ludomcianut (Baird), the “Prairie Marmot."

The true marmot (Arctomys marmotta) is met with in the
Tocss formation of Germany, and at Champeix, in Prance.

B

Fig. 9.—Dentition of Beaver, Castor enropcnu (Owen), a the left upper, u the right

lower molar series. Pleistocene, Cambridgeshire Fens.

Table-case..
No. 24.

The living heaver is not only widely spread, but its fossil

remains prove it to have had an equally wide distribution in the

past. It was once abundant in this country, even down to



10 The Iiodcntia and Ungulala.

Gallery
No. 1.

North side,
Table case,
No. 24.

The Great
Extinct
Beaver.

Gigantic
Dormouse.

Table-case,
No. 24.

Ccelogenys.

Hares, &c.

Eagomys.

Uneulata,
or Hoofed
quadrupeds.

Elephants.

North side,
Pier-cases,
29 to 39.

historic times,* aiid its remains have been frequently found in the

Pleistocene deposits of the valley of the Lea, near London, in

the Cambridgeshire fens, and elsewhere. It is probably still

living on the Elbe in Germany, on the Rhone in France, on
the Danube, the River Kola and other Russian and Siberian

rivers, in the Kurile Islands, and in North America.

A far larger beaver, the Trogontherium Cuvieri, formerly
inhabited the south of Russia and the east of England. Its

remains have been found at Taganrog, Sea of Azof, and near

Odessa; also in the Pleistocene Forest-bed series of the Norfolk

coast. A similar gigantic form, the Castoroides ohioensis,

occurs in the Post-Tertiary deposits of Ohio, New York,
Mississippi (Natchez), &e.

Remains of a gigantic dormouse (Myoxtis melitensis) have
been found in the Post-Pliocene deposits of the Island of Malta,

associated with those of the “ Pigmy Elephant.” The
“Viscacha” (Lagostomus trichodachjlus), a marmot-like animal

related to the “ Chinchilla,” inhabits the grassy plains or

“pampas” of S. America, from Buenos Ayres to Patagonia.

Its remains are found fossil in the Pampas formation. Another
South American rodent, the “Paca” (Ccelogenys paca) has been

met with in a fossil state in the cavern deposits of Minas
Geraes, Brazil.

Sub-order 2.—Duplicidentata.

In this sub-order are included the hares, rabbits, and pikas

(Lagomys).
The Lagomys, or “tail-less hare,” occurs in Brixham Cave

and Kent’s Hole, Torquay
;
entire skeletons have been obtained

from the Miocene freshwater deposits of Oeningen.

Remains of the hare are also found fossil in many newer
Tertiary deposits.

Order VII.—UNGULATA (Hoofed Animals).

All the animals belonging to this order are known as

“ hoofed quadrupeds.” They are all vegetable-feeders, and are

sub-divided into :

—

Scb-order 1.—Proboscidea (Elephants).

Ungulates furnished with a long flexible trunk-like snout or

proboscis.

* The town of Be verier, in Yorkshire, is said to derive its name from the

beavers inhabiting its vicinity; many Welsh names, as, L\yn-yr-ajange, or

the beavers’ lake ;
Sant-yr-afancv:m

,

or the vale of the beavers, attest its

presence in the Principality, where it is said to have survived down to the

12th century. Beavers may still be living in Norway.



The Proboscidea—Dinotherium. 11

Fig. 10.—Skull and lower jaw of Dinotherium ffiffanteum (Kaup) ; from the Upper
Miocene of Eppelsheim, Hessen-lJarmstadt.

[Marked (B) on plan, and placed near the entrance to Gallery on the left-hand side.]

The elephants form a -well-marked group, distinct from
other types of hoofed animals, and having remote affinities with
the Rodentia and Sirenia

;
their direct ancestry is, however,

;| s yet unknown. The nose is extended into a long, muscular,
very flexible and prehensile proboscis, at the end of which are
the nostrils

;
from this peculiarity the name of the group

(Proboscidea) is derived. These animals have no canine leeth,

find in this character they resemble the Rodentia (rats and
rabbits). They have ever-growing incisors of very great size,

* y<jfelep7ias (based upon a portion of a tusk), lias been described from the
Pleistocene of Australia, but its occurrence is very doubtful.

The cases on the North side of this Gallery are nearly
entirely devoted to the exhibition of the largest series of fossil
jemams of the Proboscidea ever brought together in any museum,
t his sub-order is represented at the present day by the elephant
alone, but in past times by the elephant, the Mastodon

,
and the

‘dinotherium. These extend from the Miocene epoch to the
present day, and are of nearly world-wide distribution, save ou
rhe island continents of Australia* and New Guinea.

D inotho-
rium.

Glazed-case,
B, and Wall-
case, No. 39.



12 The Probosculea—Mastodon.

Dinothe-
rlum.
Wall-case,
No. 39.

Table-case,
No. 23.

but never exceeding one pair in each jaw, and more often-

present in one jaw only. These incisor teeth project largely

out of the mouth, and are commonly called “ tusks ”
;
they are

of an elongated conical form, and generally curved. They are

chiefly made up of solid dentine, the fine elastic quality and
large mass of which have rendered it invaluable as “ ivory,” for

commerce and the arts, since the earliest historic records.

Fig. 11.—Left upper molars of Dinotfttriuvt gtfjanteiim (Kanp'i ; \ natural size
;
Middle

Miocene, Samaran (Gers), France (after Gaudry).

The molars or grinding teeth are few in number, but large
and complex

; they differ from those of other orders of animals,
in being developed from behind forwards, not vertically to the
tooth in wear (except in a few cases as where a premolar
replaces the last milk-molar/Voui beneath ) ;

and the series lasts
until the animal attains extreme old age.

Mastodon. The Mastodons had, when young, a pair of milk-tusks (or
Pier-case, incisor teeth) in the upper jaw, and in some species a pair in
Nos. 37, 38. the lower jaw ; and always one pair, and sometimes two pairs,

of tusks were present in the adult animal (see Figs. 14 and 20).

Fig. 12.—The £iM right lower true m< lar of Mastodon tivalenfi* (Falc. <fc Cautl.); f natural
size; fiom the Older Pliocene of the Siwalik Hills, India.



The Proboscidea—Mastodon. 13

hese tusks were provided with persistent pulp-cavities Mastodon,
(analogous to the front teeth of the rat and the rabbit), and ?T

ier'?a,ses
’.

continued to grow as long as the animal lived. In one Sg
S' an

•species, Mastodon angustidens, they were partly coated with Table-ca 3e,

No. 23.

* IG - 13.—The fourth left upp-r milk-molar of Mistodon arccrvensU (Croizet et Jobert)

:

from ;he Norwich Cras, Postwick, Norfolk.

enamel. They had also three deciduous or milk-molars, and
111 some species, two premolars, on each side, both in the upper
and lower jaws, and three true molars in the adult, thus making
a complement of thirty-four teeth during life.

* ,G * 1 1.—Skull and lower Jaw of Mastodon lo/igirontris (Kaup) ; showing tusks in both upper
and lower Jaw, from the Upper Miocene, Epplesheim, Germany. {See Pier-case 37.)



14 Froloscidea—Mastodon and Elephant.

Elephants.

Mastodon.

Pier-cases,
Nos.37&33.

In living elephants there are two incisors, called “ tasks,”

in the npper jaw, hut the lower jaw is without incisor teeth.

In the Dinotherium, an extinct species related to the
elephants, this order is reversed, there being two tusk-like

incisors in the lower jaw, and none in the upper (see Fig. 10,

P-H)-
In Mastodon longirostris there were tusk-like incisors de-

veloped both in the upper and lower jaws (see Fig. 14, p. 13).

In Mastodon americunus, two tusk-like incisors, of large

size, were present in the upper jaw in the adult, and two small
incisors were developed in the mandible in the young, one of

Fig. 15.—View of the grinding-surface of a lower Molar of the living Indian Elephant.
(A lephas indieux, Linn.)

which was occasionally retained in the adult (probably the male)
individual. ( See specimen No. 17,117, in Pier-case No. 38, a
mandible showing the three true molars on either side, and the

right incisor present.)

1 iu. IG.—View of the grinding-surface of an upper Molar of the living African Elephant.
(Ele^hot africanut, Blum.)

All these animals had, like the living elephants, a cylindrical

trunk or proboscis (snout) with a prehensile extremity, serving

to gather and convey the food to the mouth. The soles of the

feet, supporting the weight of so vast a body, are covered with



Proboscidea—Indian and African Elephants. 15

a Chicle pad of skin, and in this the five toes are enclosed and Elephants,
concealed in the living animal, but the nails of the toes can pier-cases,,
generally be seen.* Nos. 29 to

Only two living species of elephants are known; one, the 36 '

Asiatic elephant, confined, to the forests of India, Ceylon,
Rurmah, Siam, Cochin-China, the Malay Peninsula, and
‘Sumatra

; the other, the African elephant, peculiar to the
continent of Africa. These are well-marked species, not only
°y their external characters, but also by their grinding teeth
(see PigS . 15 anci 1G).

ct.

V
\ fw/i

* ,G - 17.— Vertical longitudinal section of second upper true molar of Elephas planifrori*
(Falc. and Cautl.), | natural size ;

from the Pliocene of the Siwalik Hills, Indiai To
illustrate the structure of the molar teeth in the Proboscidea.

a, cement. 6, enamel. c, demine.

Fig. 18.—View of the grinding-surface of the third left upper true molar of the ‘•Mam-
moth,” Etepluts primigenius (Blum.) ; £ natural size, Dredged off the Dogger Bank.
North Sea.

A fine series of the skeletons of modern Indian and African
elephants, together with detached skulls of both species, may
lie seen in the Recent Osteological Gallery upon the second
floor on the west side of the Museum.

* The external hard skin covering the feet in the fossil Mammoth can
still be seen in the specimen discovered hv Pallas in 1709, on the banks of
the B. Lena in Siberia, preserved in the Museum of the Academy of Sciences
at St. Petersburg. (See woodcut, Fig. 32, p. 23.)

SciELO 10 11 12 13 14 15cm
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North side,
Pier-case,
No. 30.

Molar
teeth of
Elephants.

Mastodon.

Skulls and teeth of the Indian and African elephant can

also be seen in Pier-case 30 of the Geological Gallery, placed

near the fossil species, for comparison.
The teeth in the elephants are composed of numerous more or

less closely-folded plates of dentine, coated with enamel, and
encased in a thick setting of cement (see Fig. 17),the plates vary-

ing in number and in pattern in the different species. Thus the

African elephant has fewer enamelled plates in each tooth, and
these on the grinding surface are worn down to a lozenge-shaped

l-'io. 19.—View of the grinding-surface of the second right lower true molar of Elepltos

o.ntiquufi (Falc.), | natural size
;
from the Pleistocene of Grays, Essex.

Fla. 20.—View of the grinding-surface of upper molar of Elephax meridionalis (Nesti),

a natural size ;
from the Upper Pliocene of Tuscany.

pattern (Fig. 16) ;
the Indian elephant having many plates,

closely folded together and finely crimped at their edges (Fig. 15).

The teeth of the larger number of fossil elephants resemble

those of existing species, but in some of the earlier forms they

approach more nearly in character those of the Mastodon

;

the

ridges are, however, more numerous in the elephant, and the

valleys which divide them are filled with cement, hut in the

Mastodon the spaces between the ridges had little or no cement.

Figures 17-23, are given to illustrate some of these variations

in the mode of growth and development in the molar teeth of

extinct forms of Proboscidea. Fig. 17 shows, in section, a

molar tooth of Elephas jAaitifrons in which all the valleys are
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qnite filled with cement. Fig. 23 shows, in section, a molar
tooth of Mastodon nngustidens in which the cement is quite absent
'i!1d the valleys are empty.

Fig. 21.—Left lower milk-molar of M'latodon anpustidens, ear . palaindieus (Lydekker).
Lower Siwaliks, India.

Fig. 22.—Left milk-molars (nat. size) of Mastodon fonpirostris (Kaup\ from the Upper
Miocene, Eppelsheim, Ilessen-Darmstadt (after Gaudry).

Fig. 23.—Vertical longitudinal section of the first lower true molar of Masto-lon anpus-
tidens (Cuvier;, from the Middle Miocene ot Simorre, France; b enamel; c dentine

(f nat. size).

(1189)

Molar Teeth
ofMastodon.

Table-case,
No. 23.

C
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Table-case,
No. 23.

The Mastodons were elephants with
the grinding teeth less complex in struc-

ture, and adapted for masticating coarser
vegetable substances. The grinding sur-

face of the molars, instead of being cleft

into numerous thin plates, are divided
into wedge-shaped transverse ridges, and
the summits of these are often subdivided
into smaller cones, more or less resem-
bling the teats of a cow, whence the

generic name is derived.* They are

divided into two groups (Trilophodonts
and Tetralophodonts), characterised by
the number of the transverse ridges in

the first and second true molars. In

the Trilophodonts the ridges are but
three in number, the Tetralophodonts

having four.

Fig. 24.—Profile of outer aspect
of second left lower true molar of

Mastodon aiioricaiius (Cuvier), a
Trilophodont form from the Pleis-

tocene of North America (much
reduced).

Stand A* Fig. 25.—Skeleton of Mostrutcm americanu*, (Cuvier)=Jf. ohiottcu*1 fgreatly reduced
from the Pleistocene, Benton County, Missouri. N. America.
(See skeleton on Stand A, at entrance' to South East Gallery 1.

North side, The series of Proboscidean remains commences with those

No^tsa^
6

’ ^be Hirintherium, a hoofed quadruped, nearly related to the

Mastodon and Elephant, the most perfect remains of which

From mastos, teat, and odos, tooth.
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have been found in the Miocene Tertiary formation of Epple-
sheim, Hessen-Darmstadt, Germany, while others have been
round in Prance, Switzerland, and Perim Island, Gulf of
Cambay. The original skull of Dinotherium, described by Dr.

.

anPi together with a reproduction of the lower jaw, is placed Glass-case
1,1 a separate case in this gallery. (See p. 11, Fig. 10.)

_

I he entire skeleton of the Mastodon from Benton Co., Mastodon.
Missouri (Fig. 25), stands facing the entrance to the Gallery. Stand A.
ear it, in a separate case, are placed the head and lower jaw of Glass-case

the .South-American Mastodonirom Chile (ifastodonHurnboidtii)* • c -

and in the Wall-case is exhibited the cast of the skull and

.Fig. 26.— Restored skeleton (greatly reduced) of Mastodon angustidens (Cuvier);
Middle Miocene, Sansun, France (after Gaudry).

lower jaw of a young individual of Mastodon americaiius
,
Cuv.,

from shell-marl beneath a peat-bog in the State of New Jersey,
United States.

In the Pier-case are arranged fifteen heads and jaws, be- Pier-case,

sides numerous detached limb-bones, and other parts of the •

,

skeleton of Mastodon americanus from North America. Most of
these remains were obtained from alluvial deposits on the hanks
°f a small tributary of the Osage River, in Benton co., Missouri;
nud others from a peat deposit at “ Big-Bone-liek,” Kentucky,f
One fine lower jaw of this species has a small tusk in front.

^

* Marked (C) on plan and placed on the North side of this Gallery next
Table-case 23.

t Several entire examples of the American Mastodon have been met with.
Three perfect skeletons have been obtained from the freshwater marshes of
Orange County, New York, another from near Cohoes Falls, on the Mohawk,
another in IndiaDa, one from a morass in New Jersey, another on the banks
°f the Missouri

; the best was obtained by Dr. Warren from a marsh near
Newburgh. Its height is 11 feet, length 17 feet, the tusks 12 feet Jong,

feet being inserted within the sockets.

—

Dana.
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Mastodon.

Pier-case,
No. 37.

North side,
Table-case,
No. 23.

Geographi-
cal Range
of the
Mastodon &
Elephant.

The
Mammoth.

The next Pier-case is occupied with remains of Mastodon Ion-

girostris from Eppelsheim, in Hessen-Darmstadt
;
M. angustidens,

from the Miocene of Sansan, and M. turicensis from Haute
Gai’onne, both in France

;
M. perimensis from Perim Island,

Gulf of Cambay
;

and M. sivalensis from the Siwalik Hills,

India. Of these there are some very perfect remains, including
about eight skulls. The specimens of M. angustidens and M.
longirostris show clearly that this old type of proboscidean had
tusks, or incisor teeth, in both the upper and lower jaws, as

represented in Fig. 14, p. 13, and in Fig. 26, p. 19.

In the Table-case are arranged a huge series of the molar
teeth of various species of Mastodon from the Red Crag of

Suffolk, from Eppelsheim, from India, and from Missouri and
Kentucky, in North America, showing all stages of growth and
wear, from the milk-teeth to the last true molars of very aged
animals.

Fig. 27. - Portion of right side of
]
alate of a very yourg individual cf Eltphat f.rimigev-

iu* (Blum.), showing milk-n r.lats 2 id 1) and 3 (d 2). a. The anterior root of milk
molar 2, from the Creswell Crag Cave, Derbyshire (natural size).

(See Table-case, No. I 7a.)

Twenty-six species of Mastodon have been found over an
area extending from England through France, Germany, Switzer-

land, Italy, to Greece, Samos, Persia, Armenia, India, and Ava;
they occur also both in North and South America. There are

fifteen species of fossil Elephants whose range was coextensive
with that of the Mastodons, and embraced in addition the whole
of Africa and the Northern seaboard of the Asiatic and North
American continents.

Most abundant remains of one species, the “Mammoth”
(Elephas primigenius), have been found in the frozen soil of

the vast alluvial plains, called “ tundras,” intersected by the
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• i\ers lenesei, Irtish, Obi, Indigirka, Lena, Ac. In several in- Hair of the
~
:luces, entire individuals have been found, so completely Mammoth:
i"zen, as to have retained the skin with the flesh as well as Pier-case,
ie skeleton: the body being covered with reddish hair and No - 31 -

*
°°1 as if to protect it from the colder climate.* The tusks of this Fossil Ivory

Arctic elephant are still collected for the sake of the ivory; from Siberia
hnd every few years a shipload is sent from Archangel to the port Pier.caseLondon for sale. The Siberian mammoth closely agrees with No. 32.
he specimens found fossil in various parts of England, par- Table-ease,
icularly those from the brick-earth of the valley of the Thames No ' 18 ‘

bear London, from the Dogger Bank, and the coast of Norfolk.

1*10.28.—Mandible of Mammoth, Elephas primigenivs (Blum.): Dredged off the Dogger
Hank, in the North Sea, l»37-t (The original specimen is exhibited in Pier-case 32.)

Some of the grinders of the Mammoth are of very large size,

and have as many as twenty-eight or even thirty plates, or
laminae, in a single tooth.

Many of these remains may be seen in the Pier-cases, and Pier-cases
m the centre of the Gallery floor is placed a magnificent speci- Nos - 23 to

men, consisting of the skull and both tusks, complete, showing
caazed-c

their characteristic double curve, of a Mammoth found at Ilford e.
’

in Essex. Similar remains have also been found beneath
modern London, associated with flint implements made by early
man, with whom this old elephant was contemporary.

* An example of the hair may be seen, in a glass jar, in Pier-case No. 31.

k t See “ Geol. Mag./’ 1878, decade ii. vol. v. pi. xii. p. 443.
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Pier-cases,
Nos. 32 to
33.

India, the present home of one of the two species of existing

elephants, has also yielded abundant evidence of numerous
extinct species of this animal. The cranium of Elephas ganesa,

probably one of the largest of all the fossil elephants known,

Fig. 29.—Profile of the skull and tusks of Elephasgrniem (Falc. and Cautl.) natural size);

Older Pliocene, Siwalik Hills, India. [The original is marked (D) on plan, and occupies a
stand in* the centre of this Gallery, between the American Mastodon and the Ilford

Mammoth.]

Fig. 30.—Profile of skull of Elephas pla-
vnfrons (Falc. and Cautl .)( l\ na'ural
size) ; Older Pliocene, Siwalik liil.s,

India.

Fig. 31.—Profile of skull of Mastodon sivaleasi*
(Falc. & Cautl.) (fe natural size); Older
Pliocene, Siwalik Hills, India.

Elephas from the Siwalik Hills in India, exhibited next the Ilford
ganesa. Mammoth in the centre of the Gallery, has tusks which measure
stand D. io feet 6 inches in length.* This fine specimen was presented

to the Trustees by General Sir William Erskine Baker. K.C.B.
Fifteen extinct species of elephants, seven of which are

from India, and three whose fossil remains have been found
in this country, are represented in the cases.

* A mammoth’s tusk from Eschsclioltz’s Bay, in the collection, measures
12 feet 6 inches along the curve. (See tops of Pier-cases, North side, also
on the upper shelf of Pier-case No. 30.)
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Pier-case,
No. 33.
Pier-cases,
Nos. 34, 35,
and 36.

Pier-case,
No. 30.

Table-case,
No. 16.

Sections of
Molar
teeth.

Table-cases,
Nos. 21, 21a.

Pig-my
Elephants
of Malta.

Hyrax
(Conies).

Pier-case No. 33 contains some British remains of Elephas
antiquus; the rest of the case, and also of Pier-cases Nos. 34,

35, and 36, are entirely devoted to the greqt collection of

elephant-remains from the Older Pliocene of the Siwalik Hills,

India (figured and described in the Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis).

This series includes more than thirty heads and parts of skulls

of extinct species of elephants, besides numerous lower jaws,

detached teeth, vertebra;, and limb-bones. For this magnificent

suite of skulls, tusks, and teeth of fossil Indian elephants, we
are mainly indebted to the late Colonel Sir Proby T. Cautley,

K.C.B., so large a donor of fossil vertebrates to the Geological

Department.
In Pier-case No. 30 are exhibited skulls of the two varieties

of the existing Indian elephant, and also a skull of the modern
African elephant, together with a series of detached molar
teeth of individuals of different ages. In the upper division of

the case is arranged a fine series of tusks of the Mammoth
( Elephas primigenius)

from Siberia, from the Dogger Bank,
and from various localities in England.

In Table-case No. 16 is exhibited an instructive series of

sections of the incisor and molar teeth of fossil and recent

proboscideans (IHnotherium ,
Mastodon, and Elephas), illustra-

tive of the structure, gradation in form, and varying number
of plates or ridges in the teeth of the different species.

The elephant-remains in the collection from this country
comprise the larger number of the specimens, either figured or

described by Dr. Leith Adams, F.R.S., in his Monograph on
British Fossil Elephants, published in the volumes of the

Paheontographieal Society from 1877-81.

Before quitting the fossil elephants, attention is drawn to

Table-cases Nos. 21, 21a, containing the truly remarkable series

of Pigmy Elephants from the island of Malta, collected

by Rear-Admiral Spruit, R.N., F.R.S., and Professor A.

Leith Adams, M.D., F.R.S. These Maltese elephants, which
by the form of their grinders are related to the bring African

elephant (Fig. 16), were represented by one species, which only

attained the size of a Shetland pony, and as we have evidence

of their limb-bones, jaws, and teeth, of all ages—even to very

old age—it is fair to assume they -were a distinct variety,

probably the result of isolation in a limited area where they
may have suffered from a scanty supply of food, and so become
dwarfed.

Sub-order 2.—Hyracoidea (Conies).

This sub-order contains a single family of diminutive plan-

tigrade mammals, whose affinities have long been a puzzle to

zoologists. Formerly placed by Cuvier near to Rhinoceros, they
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‘ave latterly, by Huxley, Flower, and others, been constituted
as a distinct group.

Only two genera, JTyrax and Dendrohyrax, are known, see
Recent Mammalian Gallery, South-west side (Case 10, Division
A.); they are found in Africa, at the Cape, and in Abyssinia;
thence they extend into Arabia, Syria, and Palestine. No fossil
1 eniains of these little mammals have, as yet, been met with.

Sub-order 3.—Amblypoda.
Here are placed the remains of Coryphodon, from the Lower Coryphodon.

Eocene of Harwich. Essex; and from Dulwich, near London; Pier. case,
No. 20.

J r;. 33.—(A) i lie left upper, and < B) the left lower, cheek-dentition of Coryphodon
honiatt'A (Marsh), from the Eocene of North America (from Prof. Marsh’s Monograph
of the Dinocerata).

Fig. 34.—Palatal aspect of cranium of Coryjdmdon elephantopus (Cope; (g nat. size),

from the Wasatch Eocene, New Mexico, U.S.A. (after Ci-pe).

also plaster-casts of teeth and bones of the same animal from the
Eocene lignites of Soissons in France. Several species have
been described as occurring in the Eocene of North America.

G
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Coryphodon. Coryphodon was the largest of the early Eocene
Ungulates

;
it had six upper incisors and moderate-sized upper

canines
; the cranium has no protuberances or horn-cores

;
the

astragalus has no head
;

there is a third trochanter to the
femur. The five-toed feet, which resemble in structure those
of the Dinocerata, indicate some affinity to that group, which
it also preceded in time.

Sub-order 4.—Dinocerata.

Dinocerata. This division contains a most remarkable group of huge
Pier-case, extinct herbivorous mammals, the remains of which have been
No. 20. found in great abundance in the Eocene Tertiary strata of

Wyoming, North America.

Fia 35.— Restoration of Tlnocera* ingens (Marsh). One-thirtieth natural size. Eocene Tertiary
lake-basin, Wyoming, North America.

The fore and hind limb had feet with five well-developed
toes, each teiminating in a hoof : the femur and tibia were
placed vertically in a line, as in the hind leg of the elephant.
The nasal bones were elongated, having two small pre-nasal
bones in front of them

; the animal does not appear to have
been furnished with a proboscis.

The most striking feature is the skull, which is surmounted
by three pairs of rounded protuberances or horn-cores, which
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?
ve('e Pr°tably enveloped in horny sheaths. There are no upper Dinoceras.
incisors, but the upper canines are developed into large and Pier-case,
powerful flattened tusks, directed downwards, and protected on Ao. 20.

j

Hch side by the broadly-expanded margin of the bone of the

, r
Ihree genera are enumerated by Marsh, namely

—

Dinoceras,
larsh, with seven species

;
Tinoceras, Marsh (see woodcut. Fig.

on), with seventeen species; and Uint&therium, Leidy, with five
species.

One remarkable feature of this sub-order of Eocene mam- Pier-case,
roals is the diminutive size of the brain. It is, in fact, proper-
tionally, smaller than in any other known mammal, recent or
ossil, and even less than in some reptiles. A east of the brain-
cavity of Dinoceras is placed beside the reproduction of the skull.
A fine series of casts of the skulls and bones of the Dino- See Glazed-

presented by Professor 0. C. Marsh, are exhibited in the f
ase -

i ier-case on the South side of this Gallery, and a papier mache cTalfery.
6 °

niodel of the entire skeleton of Dinoceras mirabile (Marsh), is

placed in a glazed case in the centre of the Gallery, so that we
can now form, from their study, a very fair idea of this singular

|
r° ip of huge Eocene herbivores, once so abundant in western

North America, to which region it appears to have been limited.

Sub-order o.—Condylarthra.

This sub-order is only represented in the collection by Pier-case,
portions of jaws with teeth of two genera, viz., Periptyclius No -

and llaploconus from the Eocene of New Mexico, North America

;

and by an excellent coloured reproduction of the skeleton of

Phenacodus priiruevus (Cope), from the Eocene of Wyoming
Territory, U.S.A. (see p. 28).

Sub-order 6.—Toxodontia.

Under this sub-order are placed some large extinct Mammals
found in the Newer Tertiary deposits of South America, whose
exact zoological position is still rather uncertain.

Here are arranged incisor-teeth, also the skull and lower
jaw and some limb-bones of an animal named Toxodon, pro-
bably larger than a horse, but having Rodent-like incisor-
teeth in its jaws (the name being founded on the bow-like form
°f these teeth). The remains of this remarkable animal were
obtained from the Pleistocene deposits (“ Pampas-fomiation ”)
of Buenos Ayres.

Prom the same deposits was also obtained a large portion of
the skeleton of another aberrant form, related to the above,
but belonging to a much smaller animal, named Typotherium.

Toxodon.

Pier-case,
No. 20.
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Nesodon, another Tertiary genus, discovered in South Pier- case,

America, has been provisionally referred to this sub-order. An No- 20-

upper and a lower jaw of the smallest species (Nesodon ovinus,
Owen)*, from the S.W. Coast of Patagonia, are preserved in the
collection. They were brought home by Admiral Sir B. J.

Sulivan, K.C.B.

Fig. 37.—Skull and lower jaw of Typothn'ium cngtatum (Gervais). \ nat. size.

From the Pampas Formation, Pleistocene, Buenos Ayres, South America.

Sub-order 7.—Perissodactyla (uneven-toed Ungulates).

This group of hoofed herbivorous mammals is represented Uneven-toed
at the present day by the Rhinoceros, Tapir, and Horse. Cnguiata.

Although not numerous in species, they are very widely dis-

tributed over the earth’s surface, and their ancestors, even as
far back as the Eocene Tertiary period, formed a very extensive
and varied assemblage of animals.

The middle or third digit on both the fore and hind feet, TTngulata.

which is always present, is the largest, and is symmetrical in Perissodao-

itself, and occupies the middle line of the foot. tyla -

In the Tapir four functional toes are present on the fore-

foot
; in the Rhinoceros three ;

and in the Horse only the third,

or middle toe, remains. (See Fig. 38, a, b, c., p. 30.)

* These specimens are figured by Sir Richard Owen in the “ Phil. Trans. ”

Roy. Soc., 1853, Pis. 15 and 16.
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Macrau-
chenia.

Pier-case,
No. 8.

Rhinoceros.

Pier-cases,
Nos. 6, 7,
and 8, and
Table-case,
No. 4.

Family Macrauciikniid.k.

—

In this case is placed a ramus of the

mandible and portions of limb-bones of Macrauchenia patachonica,

from the Pleistocene deposits of Buenos Ayres, in South America;
also plaster casts of a vertebra, a femur, bones of a fore-foot, and
other remains, discovered by Charles Darwin at Port St. Julian,

South Patagonia, and described by Sir Richard Owen.*
Originally supposed to have been allied to the Llama, though

much larger, it is now known to be a Perissodactyle Ungulate,

but of a peculiar specialized form, its true affinities being still

undecided. It possessed a camel-like neck, teeth that ally it

to the Rhinoceroses and Palaeotheres, and it had three toes

upon each foot.

A B C

Fig. 38.—Examples of modifications of the bones in the Perissodactyle Fore-foot
(alter Prof. Flower).f

A, Tapir. B, Rhinoceros. C, Horse.

R= radius; U= ulna; c=cuneiform; /=lunar; s= scaphoid ; a= unciform
; m=magnum ;

td= trapezoid; tm=trapezium.
The Roman numerals indicate the corresponding toes present in each foot.

Family Rhinocerotidj:.—The Rhinoceroses occupy Pier-cases

Nos. 6, 7, and 8, and Table-case No. 4. There is only a single living

genus, which includes five or six known species
;
five genera

* See Fossil Mammalia, Voyage of the “ Beagle,” 1839.

f Reproduced by permission from Prof. Flower’s “ Osteology of the Mam-
malia,” p. 295, third Edition, 1885.
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have been described from fossil remains, but probably many The Rhino-
ot “lese might well be referred to Rhinoceros also.

' ceros.

1 he Rhinoceros is a large herbivorous animal with an Pier-cases,
extremely thick skin, marked by deep folds; there are seven fa°|'8

6’ 7’

upper and seven lower molar teeth on each side
;
no canine teeth

are developed, but there are usually incisor teeth in both jaws;* no. 4
e
_'
case

’

generally one or two horns are present, but some of the earlier
extinct species were hornless. The longest horn is fixed on the
Jones of the snout (nasal bones), the shorter behind it, on the
J'ontal bones. The horns have no bony centre or horn-core
fas m the oxen), but are only dermal appendages, and entirely
composed of longitudinal fibi•es, like hairs, cemented together

;

tic. 3(1.—Skull and lower Jaw of Rhinoceros leptiyrltinus (Owen), from the Pleistocene
Brick-earth of the Thames Valley, at JIford, Essex. (See Pier-case, No. 6.)

they are seldom preserved in a fossil state, but the surfaces
the nasal and frontal bones show traces of the roughened

scars where the horns have been attached to the skin. In order
*° give strength to the nasal bones which support the horns,
" hich were used as weapons of offence, the division between the
nostrils (usually more or less cartilaginous) was hardened by
the addition of bony matter, so as to form a strong septum
resembling a T-girder in construction.

,

The Tichorhine Rhinoceros is generally known as the The
W oolly Rhinoceros,” from having a smooth skin without folds, Tichorhine

Rhinoceros.
* Incisor teeth are absent in the adult African Rhinoceroses but the Indian

species have a pair of large upper incisors, and two large and two small lower
°nes - See the fine series of skeletons of the living species in the Recent
Osteological GaLlerv on the West side, second floor.
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Rhinoceros,
Pier-cases,
Nos. 6, 7, 8.

Table-case,
No. 4.

Pier-case,
No. 6.

Pier-case,
No. 6.

Table-case,
No. 4.

covered with a fine curly and a coarse hairy coat, like the
“ Mammoth;” it had two hoins, one very large. Its body has
been found preserved in the most wonderful manner, in frozen
soil in Siberia, with the skin, the horns, the hair, and even
the flesh still undeeomposed. It was once a denizen of this

country, and it is the remains of this species which have been
most commonly met with in limestone caves. In Pier-case No. ti

are placed three teeth and a portion of a skull, discovered in

1608, in digging a well at Chartkam, Kent. The fragments
have a special interest, being the subjects of the first notice of

the fossil remains of the genus, published in a curious old tract

of the period.*

Fig. 40.—Skull and lower jaw of Rhinoceros mepo.lodus (Cope), } nat. size; from tbe
Miocene (Loup Fork Beds) of Colorado, N. America.

Skulls and other remains have been dredged up by fisher-

men from the “ Dogger Hank,” in the North Sea, and they are

also found, associated with the iemains of the Mammoth, in the
gravels and brick-earths of various localities. Several fine

examples of rhinoceros remains may be seen in the pier-case.:

Five species of rhinoceros have been found fossil in this

country, three of which inhabited the valley of the Thames,
namely: the “ Tichorhine ” (R. tichorhums—antiquitatis); the

“Leptorhine ” (Ti. lepiorhinus); and the “Megarliine” ( R.

megarhinw)

;

of the two last-named species there is a fine and
interesting series of remains, including a nearly perfect skull,

* “ The Chartliam Xews, or a brief relation of some strange bones there

lately digged up in the grounds of Mr. John Sumner, of Canterbury.”

London : 1669.
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'which shows the bony septum of the mires (see Fig. 39), ffom Rhinoceros,
the brick-earths ofj Ilford and Grays, Essex (see Pier-case, No. 6).
-u. etruscus is found in the Forest-bed series of Norfolk, and Pier-case,
teeth of a species now referred to 11. incisivus, are frequently Nos. 6, 7,

met with in the Red Crag of Suffolk.
and 8 ‘

Remains of several species of rhinoceros have been found
m strata of Middle and Newer Tertiary age all over the Old
>V orld, and two species, viz. :

—

It. megalodus, and 11. occulentalis,
have been found in the Upper Miocene beds of Dakota and
Colorado, North America. (See Fig. 40.)

Fio. 41.—Two upper left true molars of Rhinorrro* Crnizeti (Filhol), from the Upper
Eocene of Bach (Dept Lot), France.

Various remains of about twenty extinct species of rhino- pier_oases
ceroses are arranged in Pier-cases, Nos. 6, 7, and 8, and in Table- Nos. 6, 7, and
case, No. 4; of these, two are from China, and four from the 8,andTabIe-

Siwalik Hills, India, and comprise skulls, jaws, and bones of
ca3e - No. 4.

the extremities, many being the type specimens figured in the
“Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis ” of Falconer & Cautley. Other
species are represented by examples from France, Italy, Spain,
*md Germany.

There are also placed in these cases several forms which
departed widely from the general type of the genus, but belong
to the same familv. They include the genera Cadurcotherium, Cadurcothe-
from the Upper Eocene of Caylux, France; the Eyracodon, ILum

:

ft‘om the Upper Miocene of Dakota, N. America; and the Honmlodon-
Homalodontotherium, from South America. Of the last genus totherium.
°nly the jaws and teeth are known,,and its true affinities are Table-case,
std] uncertain. Here also is placed a cast of the skull and teeth No • 4 -

°f the Elasmotherium
,
from the Pleistocene deposits of Novou- Elasmothe-

senk, Government of Samara, Russia. The original is preserved rium.

m the Museum of the Imperial Academy of Sciences, St.

Petersburg.

In Table-case No. 4 is exhibited a series of the teeth of Table-case,
rhinoceroses from the Norfolk Forest-bed; from Grays, Essex; No - 4 -

(1189) D
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Bhinoceros. from Kent’s Hole, near Torquay
;
from Eppelsheim, Hessen-

Darmstadt; from the Val d’Arno, &c.

A cast of the skull and lower jaw of Brontops robustus is

placed upon a stand in the centre of the Gallery near the skeleton

of the American Mastodon; (see figure of skeleton, p. 35).

Chalicothe- Family Chalicothebiidj:.—This family has a very wide geo-
rium. graphical range, being found in Canada and the United States,
Table-case,

;n prance, Germany, Greece, India, and China. It is remark-

able for the abnormality in the structure of the feet, so much
so indeed as to render it for the future unsafe to predict the

character of an animal from a single bone, and to invalidate the

old maxim, ex pede Herculem. While the proximal bones of

Fig. 42.—The third right upper true mo’ar of

Ch'tlicoth <W um sincute (Owen), from the
Pliocene of China.

Fig. 43.—Anterior and distal aspects of a
second phalangeal bone of Chtilic«theriutu
girotense (Falconer and Cantley) from the
Older Pliocene, Siwalik Hills, India.

tbe feet retain their normal perissodactyle character, the
phalanges have been modified to resemble those of Edentates,
the second phalangeal bone having a strongly developed distal

trochlea (pulley) for the articulation of the huge claw forming
the terminal joint. These phalangeals have been described
under tbe names of Macrotherinm and Ancylotherium

,
and were

generally considered to belong to the skeletons of huge Eden-
tates. But Dr. Filhol, quite recently, found them in association

with the skull and the rest of the skeleton of Chalicotherium, so

that these names are synonymous for the same animal. Nestori-

theriurn, Leptodon , Moropus, and .1lorotherium are probably all

closely allied to, if not identical either with Chalicotherium or
Ancylotherium. This is evidently a very ancient family, and
may have been directly derived from the Condylarthra.
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Palfeothe-
rium.
Pier-case,
No. 9, and
Table-case,
No. 5.

Paloplothe-
rium.
Table-case,
No. 5.

Ancbilo-
phus.

Family Palvotiierur.e.—In the next cases are arranged

numerous remains of Palceotherium and allied genera—animals

which, by the number and characters of the teeth and also by
the structure of their skeletons, were all more or less inter-

mediate in form between the rhinoceros, tapir, and horse.

The best known, and type of the family, is the Paloeo-

therium, a tapir-like animal, first described by Cuvier from
skulls, teeth, and bones of numerous individuals and represent-

ing several species which were discovered in the Gypsum
Quarries (Upper Eocene) of Montmartre, Paris.

The species varied greatly in size, Palceotherium, magnum
being as large as a horse, four or five feet high

;
whilst

P. curium was about the size of a hog. They all had a short

fleshy snout or proboscis, like the tapir; but, unlike the tapir,

they had only three toes on each foot, whilst the tapir has four

on the fore-foot.

Fig. 45.—Restoration of the skeleton and outline of the form of Pafaotkerium, Eocene,

Montmartre. Pier-ease, No. 9.)

A very closely allied genus, and bv some authors considered

to be the same, is the Paloplotherinm, of which a good series,

consisting of a skull, jaws, teeth, and bones of two species are

exhibited in the same case. The largest of the two
(P. annectens') was about the size of a sheep

;
its remains are

not uncommon in the Upper Eocene of Hordwell, Hants
;
and

have been found in abundance in deposits of the same age at

Yaucluse in France.

The remains of the smaller species (P. minus) are also met
with at Vaucluse.

Anchiloplius, a small Palreothere, is represented by jaws and
teeth from the Upper Eocene at Bembridge, Isle of Wight, and
from Yaucluse and Caylux in France.
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The Miocene genus, Anchitherium, is interesting as presenting Ancliithe-
a transitional form connecting the Patceotheriidce with the rtutn -

Equidce, and as an early ancestor of the Horse. The bones of
the extremities, especially the feet, resemble the corresponding
Parts in Hipparion

;

but Anchitherium was a much smaller
animal. The feet had three toes

;
the central toe on each foot

was long and strong, and mainly supported the weight of the
body

; the lateral toes were slender, with small terminal hoofs.

fG. 1C.—The left maxilla, with the check-dentition of Paloplotherium a » uectehi. (flw.n);
,om the Upper Eocene of Hnrdwell, Hamprhire. l/<, 2p.3p. 4;.. — premolnrB; lu, -ti, lie

,

true molars; E, e, outer, I, i, inner, and M, >11
,
middle columns, (after Gaudry).

Fig. 47.—The richt upper true

molars of Anchitherium Rnlrilii

(Leidy), from the Miocene of Dakota,

N. America.

Remains of Anchitherium aure- sswwx&u.
Lanense are not uncommon in the * »nfia»Yi. i
Miocene deposits at Sansan, Gers,
1’ ranee, of which a characteristic
series of teeth and bones is exhibited.
"• Bairdi is a smaller species from the
White River beds (Miocene age) of

Nebraska territory, North America.
The Lophiodon is an extinct genus

nearly approaching in the structure
°f its teeth to the tapir and rhinoceros. Like the tapir,

the lower true molars have simple transverse ridges, but
the premolars are more or less longitudinally tuberculated, and
in this respect it differs from its near ally, the Palccotherium,

in which the whole series of the lower molars are longitudinally

bi-erescentic in form. It had also, like the tapir, which it

preceded in geological time, four toes on the fore-feet and three

°u the hind-feet.

Many species are enumerated, ranging in size from the pig to

the rhinoceros. Their remains have been met with in several

localities on the European continent, and also in this country,

111 Eocene Tertiary deposits.
In Lophiodon the first premolar is absent, and its dentition

consists as follows

:

Incisors canines -}, premolars f, molars
|
x2=40.

Other genera of this family are Hyracothenum and Pachy-
‘‘lolophug, which are very closely allied to each other.

Table- case.
No. 5.

Lophiodon.
Table-case,
No. 5.

Hyraeothe-
rium.
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Pier-case,
No. 9.

Pliolophus

Pier-case,
No. 9.

Hyraeothe-
rium and
Phenacodus
compared.

Pachynolo-
phus.

Tapir.

Pier-ease,
No. 9.

3S

Hyracotherium, was a small animal, about the size yf a bare,

principally known by its dentition. Prof. Cope states that tbe

American Orolnppus is identical with Hyracotherium.
Its remains are comparatively rare, and have been found in

the Lower Eocene, London Clay of Herne Bay
;

in Eocene
sands at Hordwell, Hants

;
at Kyson in Suffolk

;
and also as a

“ derived fossil ” from an older (Eocene ?) deposit in the Suffolk

Crag.

The genus Pliolophus was founded on an entire head and
some bones of the extremities, embedded in a nodule of
“ septarium,” or “ cement-stone,” from the London clay on the

coast near Harwich; it appears to be identical with Hyraco-
therium

,

and therefore with Orohippus

;

a reproduction, by Prof.

Cope, of H. venticolum

,

from the Eocene of Wyoming Territory,

United States of North America, has been added to this case.

The skeleton of Phenacodus privicevus, Cope, from the same forma-
tion and locality, is also represented by a coloured reproduction

in plaster
;

it possessed five toes on each foot, and is in every
respect the most primitive Eocene Mammal yet discovered. It

indicates an ancestral form allied to Hyracotherium, which is

generally placed in the Con'DYI.artiika (see fig. 36, p. 28 and
text p. 27).

Pachynolophus is an allied genus of small animals, whose
remains are only found in Eocene deposits. Four species are

represented in the collection by teeth and jaws from France
and Switzerland. The dentition is complete, namely :

—

Incisors
-J,

canines j, premolars molars j x 2=44.
Closely allied to the Lophiodon and preceding genera, but

later in geological time, is the Tapir ( Tapirus), differing from
the Eocene forms, principally, by the resemblance of the last

three premolars to the true mo’ars. Fossil remains of the tapir

were first discovered in the Upper Miocene at Eppelskeim,
Hessen-Dannstadt.

Only a single genus of the family Tapiridm is found living

at the present day, the species being confined to central and
South America and the Malay peninsula

;
trat the fossil form?

were distributed over a far wider geographical area. Remains
of no fewer than five species may be seen in Pier-case, No 9.

The most important and interesting are the entire jaws, with
teeth, of T. priscus, from Eppelsheim,* T. arvernensis, and T.

eleyans from France
;
and T. sinensis, the type specimens,t from

China
;
and teeth, of a species not identified, from the Red

Crag of Suffolk.

* These specimens are described and figured by H. von Meyer in the
“ Palfflontographicn,” vol. iv., p. 173, pis. 25 and 27.

f Described and figured by Sir Richard Owen in the “ Quart. Journ.” Geol.
Soe., vol. xxvi., pp. 426 to 428, pis. 28, 29.
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Family Equip* (Horses).—In all modern horses the digits Horses.
u-e reduced to a single perfect toe on each foot. (Fig. 38, C.p. 30.) ; pier-ease,
hut this character does not hold good for the allied fossil forms, No - 10 -

several of which show a tendency to an increased number of Table-case.
'

‘

,cs
; hut the third is nevertheless always the largest. (See

No ' 5"

6
,

s 11 h.joined woodcut, Fig. 48, giving four examples, of the
-£ erissodactyle foot, after Marsh.)

Fig. 48.—Genealogy of the Horse ( Kq uv* cabal! ug).
I. Equv.S. 2. Hi/yparian 3. Anch.itherium. 4. Ornhipp-'*.
Recent. Pliocene. Miocene. (Hyracotharium.)

id, I1 ore-foot. 2a, Fore-foot. 3a, Fore-foot. Eocene.
lb, 26, 36, 46, Upper Molar tooth of each genus. An, Fore-foot.

The Roman numerals indicate the corresponding toes present in each foot.

In the next Pier-case are arranged the fossil remains of the Pier-case,

Horse from the Thames Valley Brick-earths
;
the raised beach Mo-

at Brighton
; Kent’s Cave, Torquay

;
they occur in nearly

all our British caves where other animal-remains have been
found

; in a Pleistocene deposit at Juvillac, and in the cavern
of Bruniquel, in France; at Eschseholtz Bay, Arctic America

;

Minas Geraes, Brazil
;
and from Uruguay, in South America

;

indeed, its fossil-remains may be truly said to be world-wide,
dlie present race of Wild-liorses, which exist in such vast herds Anoestry cfon the Pampas, are not the descendants of the fossil horse of the Horse.
South America, but have sprung from those introduced by the Pier-case,

Spaniards 350 years ago. Prior to the Spanish invasion the Table-case
natives of America had no knowledge of the horse. No. 5.

The three-toed and most immediate ancestor of the horse Hipparion,

(Sippnrion
, Fig. 48, 2

), occurs fossil in the Pliocene deposits
an<* quus"

pf the Siwalik Hills in India
;
in China and at Maragha, Persia ;

•

j
n Samos; Pikermi, in Greece; in France and Germany; and
in the Red Crag of Suffolk.

More than thirty distinct equine species have been found
fossil in North America, rangingfrom Eohippus (?) in the lowest
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Artiodac-
tyla,
Bunodonta.

Eocene, to Equus in the Quaternary deposits. The genus
Protohippus of the lower Pliocene equalled the Ass in size. It

had three toes on each foot, but only the middle one, corre-

sponding to the single toe of the horse, reached the ground.

This genus resembles most nearly the Hipparion of Europe ;

whilst the PlioMppus had lost the small hooflets, and was in

other respects the most equine. Only in the Upper Pliocene

does the true Equus appear and completes the genealogy of the

Horse, which, in Post Tertiary times roamed over the whole of

North and South America, and soon after became extinct. This

occurred long before the discovery of the Continent by Europeans.

iv m

Sub-order 8.—Artiodactyla (Even-toed Ungulates).

This well-defined sub-order is traceable from early EoceneABC

Fig. 49.—Examples of modifications of the hones in the Artiodactyle Fore-foot (after

Prof. Flower).
A, Pig. £ nat. size. B, Deer, Ty nat. size. C, Camel, £ nat. size.

R=radius; U = ulna
; %
c= cuneiform ;

i=lunar; a=8eaphoid; u=unciform; m=magnum;
td= trapezoid.

The Jloman numerals indicate the corresponding toes, or digits, present in each foot.

[Reproduced, by permission, from Prof. Flower's Introduction to the “ Osteology of

the Mammalia,” 3rd edition, 1»85, p. 297.]

times. It is characterised by having the third and fourth

digits in both fore and hind feet almost equally developed,

and their hoof-bones flattened on their inner or contiguous
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surfaces, so that each is not symmetrical in itself, but when
1
J aced together, they are bilaterally symmetrical

;
the axis or

'ie ( 1 1an
}
iue of the foot passing down between them, whilst in

le erissodactyles, the axis or median line passes down the
centre of the third digit.

In all the modem Ruminants (with the single exception of

Hyomoschus
) , the metaearpals and metatarsals are ankylosed

together so as to form one hone (the “ cannon-bone ”), whereas,
’n the Non-ruminants, the bones of the feet remain separate, and
are seldom ankylosed together. The existing Artiodactyla are
readily divided into two very distinct groups : firstly, the Non-
ruminants, which have been named the Bpnodonta,* embracing

* From $ovvt>s, hilly, and ocovg, a tooth, in allusion to the irregular hilly
or mamillated structure of the molar teeth in the pig and hippopotamus.

—A. l’alatal t r of the skull of the recent Ti:priopotaitm« mnphibius (Linn.), from Africa; and
B. Lower jaw of same (seen from aliove).



Hippopota-
mus.

Pier-cases,
No. 11, 12.

Table-case,
No. 6.

Pier-case,
No. 11.

42 Artindactyla— Hippopotami, etc.

tlie hippopotamus and the pig's
;
and secondly, the Ruminants

—

animals which chew the end—these are named Selenodokta,*
and embrace the deer, antelopes, oxen, &c. ;

but when the extinct
species are considered, these groups are found to be connected
by many intermediate or transitional forms.

Family Hippopotami!).?-: (Hippopotamus).—Tn these cases are
arranged the various remains of the first genus of this group,
the Hippopotamus, now only found living along the shores,

rivers and lakes of tropical Africa, but once common in

England, in the southern parts of Europe, and in India.

The European Pleistocene species (Hippopotamus major),
formerly considered distinct, is now admitted to be indistin-

guishable from the existing African species (II. amphibius),
and to that species therefore the fossil remains of Hippopotamus,
found in this country, are now referred

The series comprises specimens from Malta, Sicily, the Val
d’Arno, Italy, from Auvergne, France

;
from the Narbada Valley

Fig. 51.—Profile of skull and lower jaw of Hippopotamus amphibius (Linn.),

Africa (see Pier-case, No. II).

and from the Siwalik Hills, India. Its remains have also been
found in the Gower Caves, South Wales

;
in Kent’s Hole,

Torquay; in Kirkdale Cave and near Leeds, Yorkshire; from
the Norfolk Forest Bed series

;
from Lavenham, Suffolk

;
from

Chelmsford, Essex
;

in great abundance at Barrington, Cam-
bridge

;
in the Ouse near Bedford ; and many remains have been

obtained in the valley of the Thames both in and around London.
In Pier-case, No. 11, are exhibited a very fine and nearly perfect-

lower jaw of Hippopotamus amphibius, from the Pleistocene

deposits of Barrington, near Cambridge; and another equally

well-preserved example from the Upper Pliocene of Mt. Perrier,

Pny de Dome, France. A skull and mandible of the living

African Hippopotamus is also placed here for comparison.

* From ai\i)vic, crescent, nnd aenve, a tooth, in reference to the crescent-

shaped structure of the dentinal folds in the molar teeth of deer, antelopes,

oxen, &c.
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Here are placed the fossil remains of two species of dwarf Table-case,

Hippopotami, tlie smaller of which (Hi mintitus) is from Pleis- No ' 6 -

tocene deposits in the Island of Malta, and was probably a con-
temporary of the pigmy Elephants. The other (tl. Tentlandi) Pier-case,
bms obtained from the Grotta di Maccagnone, near Palermo in No 11

cncily. So abundant were the remains of these animals in the
vanonl caverns near PaleiTno that for many years their bones
"’ere exported, by shiploads, to England and Marseilles for tho

Fig. 52 A.—Palatal view of skull of Hippopotamus sivaleims (Falconer and Camley)

from the older Pliocene, Si « alik Hills, India.

> B.—Front or 8jnjph>sial portion of lower jaw of 11. nivaLensis, showing the six

incisors and the tusk-lik* canines.

(Both figures one-eighth natural size.)

i) C.—Molar tooth of same species, showing the worn-down double trefoil

pattern of the crown (one-half natural size).

manufacture of animal charcoal for sugar-refining. Two hundred
tons were removed from one cave (San Ciro) in six months.
Br. Falconer writes that literally tens of thousands of two
species of Hippopotami have been found fossil in Sicily. He
points out that, at the time these animals lived, Sicily was con- Former Geo-

nected by land with North Africa, and that Malta and Sicily rangeonae
must have been continuous. (Bee “ Falconer’s Palaeontological Hippopota-
Hernoirs,” 1868, 8vo, vol. ii., pp. 544-553.) mus.

On the other side of the Table-case are placed limb-hones,
vertebra?, and teeth of Hippopotami from the Older Pliocene
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deposits of the Siwalik Hills, India (most of which have been
figured in Falconer and Cautley’s “ Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis”),

together with teeth and various remains from the Pleistocene

deposits at Barrington, near Cambridge, and from Norfolk, with
others from Walton, Grays, and Chelmsford, Essex; and from
Greenwich, Kent.

Wild-boars. Family Sun>.+: (Pigs).—The Pigs comprise many examples

Pier-case °f the Wild-boar from Walthamstow and Grays, Essex; the

No. 13. Bed Crag of Suffolk; from the peat of Limerick, Ireland; from
Table-case, Oreston near Plymouth. Other more ancient species are

derived from Tuscany, from Pikermi in Greece, and Eppelsheim
in Hessen-Darmstadt. Several species, as Sus hysudricus, Sus

Hyothe-
rium.

Hippohyus.

Listriodon.

Elotherium.
Chaeropota-
zaus.

Fig. 53.—Third right lower true molar of Su* erUtatvi (Wagner), Pliocene, India,

a, ti, middle columns of talun of tooth.

giganteus, Ac., are from India ; and the remains of the Peccary
(Dicotyles) from the Caves of Brazil.

Other nearly related genera represented in the collection are

the Hyotherium from the Miocene of EIgg (Zurich), Switzerland;

from St. Gerand-le-I’uy, Sauvetat, Caylux, and other localities

in France. The Ilippohyus from the Siwalik Hills, India; and
the Phacochcerus (or “ Wart-hog ”) from the Pleistocene deposits

of South Africa.

The Listriodon is another allied genus, but possessing true

molars bearing transverse ridges. Its remains have been found
in the -Middle Miocene at L'lsle-en- Dodon

;
Simorre, and Sansan

in France; and in the Siwaliks of the Punjab, India.

The non-ruminants are connected with the true ruminants
by a gradual transition through man}- early and extinct forms,

characterized by having incisor teeth in the upper jaw, the
more or less crescentic form of the cusps of the true molars, by
the ulna and radius forming two perfect and distinct bones, and
by the third and fourth metapodials not being united by
ankylosis. (See Fig. 49, p. 40.)

Whether some of these extinct genera “ ruminated ” is

doubtful
;
that many did may be assumed as certain from the

more crescentic structure of the upper molar teeth.

The most Porcine of the group are the genera Elotherium
and Chceropotamus, each possessing the typical number of teeth,

viz., forty-four. The Elotherium was a large animal from the
lower Miocene of Ronzon, near Puv-en-Velay, France. Its

remains have also been found in the Hempstead beds of the Isle
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Chferopota-
mus.
Table-case,
No. 7.

AY ight. Chceropotamus was likewise a denizen of this
country. Sir Rieliard Owen lias described* a nearly perfect
lamus of the mandible, now in the collection, from the upper
tocene at Seafield, Isle of YY

r
iglit

;
also, in the same case, are

exhibited jaws and teeth from a deposit of similar age at
Debt-uge, near Apt, Vaucluse.

... I he genus Anthracotherium, first discovered in a lower Anthraco-
- 1 wcene coal-bedf at Cadibona, Piedmont, is represented in the therium.

collection by remains of several species ranging in size from Pier-case,

an ox to a sheep. A. magnum is from the Lower Miocene sands Table^cas^
at Flonheim, Hesse-Darmstadt, and the fine series of portions No. 7.
ct jaws and detached teeth are respectively from the Upper
Eocene, Caylux, Prance, and Cadibona in Piedmont. Remains
°t the smallest species, Anthracotherium Oresslyi, are found in

Fig. 54a.—

T

he third right upper
true molar of Jlt/ojtolamus
bovinu

*

(Owen).

Fig. 54b.—First and second loft upper
true molars of Ilyopotauius poc-
etnas (P. Gervais).

From the Hempstead Beds, U. Eocene, Isle of Wight (both nat. size).

the Upper Eocene beds of Hordwell, Hants, and Bembridge.

The intermediate forms are from many locali-

ties and formations, namely, the Upper Eocene

of Switzerland and France
;
the Lower Mio-

cene of Alsace and of Italy, and the Lower
Pliocene of India. The Hyopotamus is a closely Hyopota-

related genus. Its remains are found in some mus -

abundance at Hempstead, in the Isle of

Wight
;
representatives of six species are ex-

iio 64c -A rich! upper hibited, three from the above locality. They
uu.- molar of Me, are also found in France and Switzerland. A

c.) from “the gigantic species occurs in the Siwalik Hills,
biiocene of India. India, and another in Dakota, America.

-3herycopotamus
,
an allied form of this group, occurs in the Merycopo-

Fliocene of the Siwalik Hills, and Oreodon in the Miocene of tamus -

the White River, Dakota. Oreodon.

* Owen, “ Brit. Foss. Mamm. ” p. 413, fig. 163.

f Hence the name “ Coal-beast.”
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Table-case,
No. 8.

Anoplothe-
rium.

Here are arranged the fossil-remains of some of the
earliest known genera of ruminants, referred to several families,

all being extinct, some of which were true ruminants and
others were very probably nearly related to them.

The best known, by description and figures, of these
extinct animals is the Anoplotherium* of Cuvier, the only

Fig. 55.—The last five right upper cheek-teeth of Anoplolherium enyluxenst (Lydekker),
froai the Upper Eocene of Cavlux, France, p

Xiphodon.
Dichodon.
Dichobunus.
Caenotheri-

Caenothe-
rium.

Table-case,
No. 8.

Fig. 56.—Part of the right maxilla of an immature specimen of Anoplotheriu

m

teeundurium (Cuvier). Upper Eocene, Dehruge, France, j.

animal known at the time in which the teeth formed one con-

nected series, without any breaks or intervening spaces, and all

of uniform height, a character then thought to he peculiar to

man. The genus was first described by Cuvier from numerous
remains (referred to several distinct species) exhumed from the

Gypsum-beds at Montmartre, Paris.

Here may be enumerated Xiphodon, from Montmartre,
Caylnx, and Yaucluse in France; also Dichodon and Dicho-

hunus, from the Isle of Wight and Hampshire, and from
.Montmartre and Yaucluse, France; Oamotherium, a genus of

small animals about the size of hares and rabbits, whose
remains are preserved in the greatest abundance and perfection

in freshwater deposits of Lower.Miocene age at Coumon and
Sauvetat (Puy-de-Dome), and Allier, and also in the Upper
Eocene at Caylux, France. It is likewise found at Haslach,
near Ulm, in Wurtemberg. Seven species, varying but little in

size, are exhibited. Their dental formula was complete, namely,
eleven teeth in each jaw, in all forty-four. In most of the

* From di ovXof, weaponless, and Btjpior, least, in allusion to its having
neither tusks, horns, nor claws.

cm .SciELO 10 11 12 13 14
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Gelocus
Lophio-
meryx and
Chaero-
meiyx.

Tragulidae
Dorcathe-
rium, &c.
Table-case
No. 8.

Camels.

Pier-case,
No. 13.

Artiodactyla—Camels
, Llamas ,

etc.

species the series is continuous, with no diastema between the
canines and premolars. The feet had four complete digits.
Gelocus and Lophiomeryx occur in the Lower Miocene of several
localities in France, and Chceromeryx in the Siwalik Hills, India.

Fia. 58.—The last four ri<rhf, upper cheek-teeth of Lophwnwtyx Chalaniati (Pomel):
from the Eocene Phosphorites of Quercy, France.

Tkaoulidj: (Clievrotains).—The extinct fossil genera. Pro-
dremotherium and Bachitherium

, from the Upper Eocene of
Caylux, and Hyomoschus (= Dorcatherium) from Eppelsheim in
Ilessen- Darmstadt, Sansan in France, and the Siwalik Hills in
India, are probably early ancestors of the Tragulidce, or “ Chev-
rotains,”- the smallest of existing ruminants, not exceeding the
hare in size

;
the fossil forms were, however, considerably larger.

The teeth of a species of Clievrotain (Tragulus sivalensis) occur in

Fia. 59.—Reduced aide-view of skull of living Chevrotain, Tratfulnsjavanieus (Pallas).

the Siwaliks of the Brarnaputra Valley, India. The nearly entire

skull with the mandible of Borcalherium (exhibited in Table-

case No. 8), is the type-specimen, first described and figured by
Dr. Kaup.* All the teeth are preserved, the canines are lontr and
trenchant, and there are four premolars in the lower jaw, but in

the recent Clievrotains ( Tragulus

)

there are only three.

Tyi,01'0[>a+ (CamelidEe).—The camels and llamas form a
somewhat aberrant group of Ruminants, as regards their general

form and in their dentition. In the typical ruminants there

are no incisor teeth in the upper jaw, but the camel lias two,

in addition to twelve molars. The extremities only of the two

* OssemensFossiles. Darmstadt, pt. 5, pi. xxiii. A.

t Fad-footed animals.
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oe 's which form the foot are free, and are each terminated by
a

,p
)rt: somewhat curved nail (see Fig. 49, C. p. 40).
"he fossil remains of the camel are so closely related to the Llamas,

n mg species that they cannot readily be distinguished from
°m - They are found in the Siwalik Hills, India.

for
Ancestral

tins of Auchenia, the living South American llamas and
pacas (Palauchenia, Owen) have also been met with in a fossil Falauche-

S ate id Mexico, Brazil, and Buenos Ayres. nia-

True Ruminants.

sub-division is placed the second of TrueUnder this suo-division is placed tne second group iruc
loofed Artiodactyle quadrupeds, the true Ruminants, animals Kuminants.
bat chew the cud, as the camel, ox, and deer-tribes.
They are characterised by the outer toes being rudimentary

?
r absent : they have no teeth in the front part of the upper

Um-
; they possess a complex stomach with four compartments

;

be males usually possess either “ horns ” or “ antlers.”
The group embraces many extinct genera and also extinct

species belonging to existing genera.

The Cervidj: (Deer-tribe).

The Cervidce or Deer-tribe are characterised by possessing Cervidse,
antlers which differ remarkably from the horns of Oxen or Deer-tribe.

Antelopes. ‘ Antlers ’ are outgrowths of true bone, covered ^^
r"gase >

during their growth with vascular sensitive integument coated

(1189)
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with short hair. In this state they remain permanently in the

Giraffe, but in the true Gerrider, or Deer, when the growth of

the antler is complete, the supply of blood to it ceases, the skin
dies and peels off, leaving the bone bare and insensible, and after

Fig. 61.—The Gigantic Irish Deer Cervuz {Megaceros) giganteus (Blumenbach),

from shell-marl beneath the peat, Ireland.

* a time, by a process of absorption near the base, it becomes

detached from the skull and is “ shed.” A more or less elongated

portion or * pedicle ’ always remains on the skull, from the

summit of which a new antler is developed. This process is

repeated with great regularity at the same period of each

year.*

* The antlers of the deer tribe are shed and renewed annually, increasing

in size with age, a new “snag ” or tyne marking each year, being added to

the new antler. 'The horns of the oxen are never renewed, but last as long

as the animal lives.
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In young animals the antlers are simple (see Fig. 60 C) and
hose species which attain a great complexity this is acquired

gradually in successive annual growths. Each antler consists
a mam stem or beam, and usually of one or more branches or

J{
nes

’ °I which the one immediately above the burr is termed
t,le brow-tyne.

*n many analogous instances, the development of the
' ers of the individual is paralleled by their development in

e tam ‘ly
; since wre find that many of the earlier members

ere totally unprovided with these appendages, and that their
X feme complexity in the more specialised forms was not
cquircd until a late period in geological time.

m

^ lr' 6~-. upper true molar of Cer-

lndia“
a,"!S“ l Lrdekker), 1'liocene,

Fia. 63. — Left upper true molar of
Pulatoraeryx sLmilensis (LyJekker),
Pliocene, India.

The Deer-tribe
(Cervidce

)

are well represented both by pier-ease,
'/itire skeletons, in the centre of the Gallery, and also by a fine No. 15 , and
sones of detached heads and antlers of various species in and ^^

le

g
Cases

>

p°n the pier-cases, and affixed to the columns on either side of and'lO.
16 central avenue.
In addition to the fallow deer,* the roebuck, and the red deer, Gig-antic

" u°k still linger on
(preserved in our parks and forests), we once Irisl1 Deer -

possessed that king of the deer-tribe, the Cervus (Mcgaceros)
9lyanteus, commonly known as the “ Gigantic Irish deer,” its

I

einains having been met with in considerable numbers in Ire-
ailc

*, often in a very remarkable and perfect state of preservation,
1,1 the shell-marl beneath the peat-bogs in various parts of the
country, particularly in Ballybetagh Bog, near Dublin, and in
counties .Mayo and Limerick. The gigantic Irish deer was by
110 means confined to Ireland

;
its remains are found in many

Cervus dama is considered to have been introduced into this country ; but
extinct variety, named by Boyd-Da«kins Cervus Brownii, from tbo

el»toceue of Essex, may have been its ancestor.

£ 2
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Gigantic
Irish Deer.
Stands
K. L. M. and
Pier-case,
No. 15.

The Elk.

parts of Great Britain, particularly in cave deposits, and also

on the Continent. Two entire skeletons of the male, with
antlers spreading a little over 9 feet across,* and one skeleton
of the hornless female, stand in the centre of the Gallery (see

Fig. 61). The true elk (Alces machlis) and the reindeer (Ran-
gifer tarandus) were also denizens of our island in Pleistocene
times (see Antlers on Piers)

.

Fio. 64.

Antlers of the fifth and sixth years of Cerrus tetracerot (Boyd-Dawkins), from the
Upper Pliocene of Peyrollee, France (see Pier-case No. 15J.

Pier-case,
No. 15.

The Rein-
deer.

Table-case,
No. 10.

Thousands of fragments of the shed antlers of the rein-

deer have been obtained from the Gower Peninsula, South
Wales; in the Vale of Clwyd, in North Wales; in Kent’s
Hole, Torquay

;
and from many other caves and fissures in lime-

stone rocks in England. Numerous remains of reindeer have
been obtained from the Thames valley brick-earth and gravels

in and around London, as at Ilford and at Earl’s Court, etc. The

* Heads and antlers of several other individuals are placed upon the
adjacent wall-cases. The crowns of some of these are of even greater breadth.



Artiodactyla—Antlers of Deer.

*ig. j)5. Antlers of Cervus cyliiulroceros (Boyd-Dawkins), from the Upper Pliocene
of Arde, Prance.

6
f
6-rAn-

tler °* the ^ed-deer, Cervus elaphus (Linn.), one of a pair, from the bed
°i the Ri\er Boyne at Drogheda, Ireland. Exhibited on one of the columns on the
south side. [This specimen is figured in Owen’s “ British Fossil Mammals and
•Birds,” p. 472 (1846), ex. coll. Sir Philip Grey Egerton, Bart., M.P., F.R.S.]



See Wall-
oaue No. 1,

and Pier,
case No. 15.

Cervus
verticornis.

Cervus
tetraeeros.

Pier-case,
No. 14.

The Giraffe
and
Sivathe-
rium.

54 Artiodactyla—Veer and Giraffes.

broken skulls, with the bases of antlers attached, may also be

seen from the cave of Bruniquel, in France, and a fine entire

antler embedded in stalagmite from Brixliam Cave near Torquay.
Several extinct forms of Deer, some equalling the gigantic

Irish deer in size (Cervus verticornis, &c.), occur in the Forest

Bed along the Eastern coast
; C. suttonensis is found in the Red

Crag of Suffolk. An interesting series of antlers, teeth, and

Fig. 67.—Stall and antlers of reindeer, Rangijer tarandus (Linn.), Pleistocene “ till";

Bilney Moor, East Dereham, Norfolk. (Owen’s “ Paleontology,” p. 374.)

bones, from deposits of Miocene and Pliocene age in Darmstadt.
France, and Italy, and also from India, is arranged in the

Pier and Table-cases.

Giraffidp (Giraffe, &c.).

In this group are placed a remarkable series of animals, all

of which (with the exception of the Giraffe) are extinct. The
most prominent form placed in this case is the Sivatherium, a
huge beast described by Falconer and Cautley from the older
Piocene deposits of the Siwalik Hills, India. It had two pairs

of horns on its head, two short and simple in front, and two
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larger palmated ones behind them. From the persistent
• inracter of these bony horn-cores, we may certainly regard
ns animal as a gigantic four-homed ruminant, having a

resemblance in some structural characters to the giraffe, in
ethers to the antelope.
A cast of the original cranium of Sivatherium, with the Head of

lorn-cores restored from actual parts, in the collection and Sivatherium
olsewhere, has been placed on a stand in the centre of the Stand I.

gallery adjacent to the case containing the skull and other
portions of the skeleton.

Flo. 6S.— Skull of Sivatkerium tjipanteum (Falc. & Cautl.), from the Lower Pliocene deposits
Siwalik Hills, India (the horns restored;.

A hornless skull of a nearly allied animal, from the same Helladothe-
rormation and locality, is placed with Sivatherium , and was rium

’
&c -

considered by Dr. Falconer and other palaeontologists to be
^e skull of the hornless female

;
but it is now referred, by

Jnore recent writers, to a distinct genus (Helladotherium)

,

whose
remains were first discovered at Pikermi, near Athens, Greece.

The Hydaspitherium from the Siwaliks of India ;
and the Pier-case,

Hramatherium from Perim Island, Gulf of Cambay, are allied No- 14 -

genera of large size. Remains of an extinct species of giraffe,

(Giraffa sivalensis) ,
also from the Siwaliks of India, are placed

111 the same case.

The most striking new type is a large ruminant, discovered
by Dr. Forsyth Major in the lower Pliocene beds of the Island
°f Samos, off Asia-Minor, named by him Samotherium Boissieri

,

and said to connect Helladotherium and the giraffe with some of
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the ancient aberrant antelopes of Pilcermi. Remains of this and
other forms of antelopes are exhibited in cases in the centre of

the S.E. Gallery near case 14.

Fig. 69.—Profile of skull and lower jaw of So.nwthrrium Boiiuieri (Forsyth Major), a
giraffe-like ruminant from the Pliocene of Samos, Turkish Archipelago.

Bovxdj: (Oxen, etc.)

Horns of
the Bovidae,
or Ox-tribe.

Pier-cases,
Nos. 16 to 19.

In this division are placed all those animals with curved
or straight “ horns,” having a central bony process—or

horn-core—arising from the frontal bones of the skull, en-

sheathed in a case of true horn*, which continues to grow
slowly from the base, and wears away at the apex, but is very
rarely, if ever, shed entire. These are all included under the

term Bovidj:, embracing all the homed-Ruminants, such as the

Oxen, Sheep, Antelopes, &c.

Here are exhibited numerous heads and horn-cores of fossil

antelopes and oxen from the Siwalik Hills of India
;
and a

smaller series of remains of the bison from. Siberia, Arctic

America, and from various British localities.

AxtilopiN-E.—The Antelopes resemble other Bovidce in their

dentition
;

canine teeth are absent
;

the rudimentary lateral

digits are not always present, but the metapodial bones which
support these digits are absent in all living forms. The varia-

tions observed in the different genera are considerable ;
several

sub-divisions have been formed, viz. :

—

* Hence they are frequently spoken of as “ the hollow-horned Rumi-
nants” or the Cacicarnia ,

from carum
,
hollow, and cornu, a horn. The

horny sheath when removed formed the “ hollow horn.”
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(1-) The Palceotragine forms had laterally compressed horns
and “ bracliyodont ”* dentition. Protragoceros, the oldest known
?enns from the Middle Miocene of France

;
Palceotmgus and

Lragoceros from the Lower Pliocene of Greece, Samos, and
ersia, belong to this division.

(2.) The Alcelaphine antelopes have recurved and lyre-shaped
'orris, but no supraorbital pit in the skull. Alcelaphus is fossil
lu the Lower Pliocene of India and in Algeria.

(3.) The Cephalopine forms are of small size, living in Africa
and India

; fossil species perhaps occur in the latter country.

(4.) The Gervicaprine type are large African antelopes, with
hornless females

; one genus, Cobus, occurs fossil in India.

(5.) The Antilopine section resembles the last; the pits in
the skull above the eyes are large,and the teeth are “hypsodont,”+
'ko those of the sheep, with round spirally twisted horns. A.
cervicapra occurs both living and fossil in India. The Siberian
Saiga tartarica was once common to the whole of Europe, and
tts bones have been found in many cave-deposits.

The African and Asiatic Gazelles, with lyrate, laterally-

compressed horns, are represented by Gazella deperdita in the
Pliocene of Greece, Samos, and Persia ;

by G. anglica in the
oi-folk Forest-bed, and by G. porrecticornis in the Siwalilc

formation of India.

(6.) The African Hippotragine type occurs fossil both in
Europe and Asia. Hippotragus sivalensis is fossil in India;
Palworyx in the Pliocene of France, Greece, Samos, Asia Minor,
ar'd Persia; the horns are long, straight and backwardly
curved, they have no supraorbital pit in the skull and the teeth
are like those of oxen.

(7.) The Tragelaphine antelopes include the Nilghai
(Poselaphus

) of India, and the Kudu (Strepsiceros) Tragelaphus
Und Oreas in Africa

;
fossil forms of Poselaphus occur in the

Narbada valley, India. Palaoreas and Protragelaphus (related

the living African species) are found in the Lower Pliocene
°f I ranee, Greece, Persia, and Algeria.

(8.) The llupicaprine type includes only the Alpine Chamois,
whose remains also occur in many cave-deposits.

Capeix^, goats and sheep, form a distinct section of the

Povidfe, marked by laterally compressed and angulated horn-

cores, “ hypsodont ” teeth, and the absence of lachrymal vacuity
in the skull beneath the eye. The horns are either curved back
as in the Ibex, spirally twisted as in the “ Markhoor,” or with a

peculiar outward curvature and twist, as in the Sheep. The
Goat

(Capra liircus) is not uncommon in the Fens and other

superficial deposits and in caves in England. In tue Pliocene

Pier-case,
No. 16.

* “ BrachYodont,” teeth with low crowns,

t “ Hypsodont,” teeth with high crowns.



Pier- case,
No. 16.

The Musk-
sheep.

Pier-case,
No. 16.

Bison.

58 Artiodactyla—Musk-slieep and Bison.

of India several species of Goat have been met with, including
Bucapra, an extinct hornless form with teeth resembling those
of Oxen. The remains of the Pyrenean Ibex (0. pyreniuca) are
abundant in the caves of Gibraltar. A large extinct species
Ovis Savini, allied to the living Argali, occurs in the Norfolk
Forest Bed.

The “ Musk-sheep ” ( Ovibos moschatus), of the Arctic regions
forms a connecting link between the Caprince and Bov in w.

It is an animal of singular interest to the palaeontologist,
as it was a denizen of this country in prehistoric times, and
has left its remains in the gravel of the Wiltshire Avon, in

that of the Thames near Maidenhead, in the brick-earth of
Crayford, Grays, and Frith, and at Green Street Green in Kent

:

it has also been dredged up off the Dogger Bank in the North
Sea, and found in the Caves of Dordogne in France.

Fig, 70.—The Musk-sheep, 0vifx>* moschotux (Zimm.).
Still found living in North GrinnelM-and, Lat. 82° 27'.

Once its range extended over all the northern lands, as

testified by its remains, which are found abundantly in Siberia.

It is now only rarely met with living on the treeless barrens of

Arctic America and in North Grinnell Land.
Two closely allied extinct species (0. homhifrons, Harlan,

and 0. cavifrons, Leidy), have been discovered in the Pleistocene

of Kentucky and Arkansas.
Bovin'.-k.—

I

n this case are also placed the remains of the
European Bison, (Bison lonasus, var. priscus,) obtained from the
Pleistocene “brick-earth” of Ilford and Walton, Essex

;
from

Erith, Kent; Peckham, Surrey; Wiltshire and Lincolnshire.

Other specimens exhibited from Canada, Eschscholtz Bay,
Kotzebue Sound, Alaska, are also referred to the European
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Bison, thus showing a far wider geographical range for this Pier-case,

species in Pleistocene times than at the present day. No- 16-

The American Bison is represented by a recent skull and Bison,

mandible, and by the calvarium and horn cores of a fossil species
(Bison latijrons, Harlan), from Texas. Both the American and
European species of bison are now nearly exterminated by man.

This case contains a long series of skulls of early forms of Pier-case,

Indian Oxen from the older Pliocene deposits of the Siwalik
No '

Hills. They have been chiefly referred to the genus Bubalus, two ^ovidre.
species being represented, namely, B: occipitalis and B. acuticornis.

They are related to the Anoa, a small species of wild buffalo
now living in the Celebes. Two other species, referred to the
genus Leptobos, are also represented in this case.

Fio. 71.—Skull of Bos tav.rus, var. primigatfus (Bojanus); Pleistocene, Athol.

(See Pier-case, No. 18.)

In this case are displayed a very fine series of perfect Pier-case,

crania, with the horn-cores and various portions of the skeleton °- •

and limb-bones of the gigantic extinct British Ox, Bos primi-

genius, from the brick-earth of Ilford, from Walton and

Clacton, Essex; and from peat-deposits and Turbaries in Kiik-

endbrightshire, Scotland, &c.

These fine animals were probably the oxen referred to by

Ccesar under the name of TJvus

;

but though they surpassed in

size and in the greater expanse and strength of horns any of

our modern breeds of cattle, they were probably the ancestors of

the larger existing European varieties found in Spain, Italy, and

Hungary. The wild cattle at Chillingham Park, Northumber-

land, may perhaps be the last surviving descendants of Bos

primigenius, but greatly reduced in size.

In this case are placed a series of skulls with horn-cores, Pier-case,

lower jaws, and other remains of Bos longifrons believed to be ° -
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Pier-case,
No. 19.

Bos
longifrons.

Bubalus
paleeiudicus.

Sirenia.

Pier-case,
No. 21.

Sirenia,
Manatee,
& Khytina.

the immediate ancestor of onr existing small Welsh and Scottish
cattle. They are commonly found in peat-bogs, Turbaries, and
superficial deposits of comparatively recent date, and in pre-
historic tumuli, kitchen-middens, &c.

Here are also exhibited skulls of Bubalus, an extinct Indian
buffalo from the Pleistocene deposits of the Xarbada Valley.
One of these skulls is remarkably perfect and has the horn-cores
nearly entire and measuring more than six feet in expanse

;

the facial portion of the skull is also quite complete. This
specimen of Bubalus buffelus, var. paleeiudicus (Falconer), is

figured and described in Falconer’s “ Palaeontological Memoirs,”
1868, Vol. I., p. 280, Ac., PI. XXII., Fig. 1.

Order VIII.—SIRENIA. (Dcgong. Manatee, &c )

The Sirenia form a remarkable group of aquatic vegetable-

feeding mammals, and are really very distinct from the Cetacea,

although theyhave been sometimes erroneously classedwith them.

Fig. 72.—The penultimate and last lower molars, right sidj, of Halitheriumfossile
(Blainville), Middle Miocene, Angers (Maine-et-Loire), France.

The head is of moderate size—not enormously large com-
pared with the body, as in the Cetacea—and although in the

living animal the neck is not very apparent, the cervical

vertebrae are all distinct, and the head can be turned freely from
side to side, which the Cetacea cannot do.

The eyes are small
;
there are no external ears visible

;
the

fore limb is paddle-shaped, the digits being enveloped in a fin-

like cutaneous coveri rig. The Sirenia have no dorsal fin
;
the

tail is flattened, and expanded horizontally.

The hind limbs are wanting, save in Halitlierium, in which
genus, however, they are quite rudimentary; as is also the

pelvis. The bones, more especially the ribs, are extremely

compact in structure, like ivory, and of intense hardness, and
very massive.

The teeth vary considerably in the several genera. In the

Manatee there are as many as 44 molars. In Ualitherium there

are a pair of tusk-like upper incisors (smaller than in Halicore),



fiQ. 73.— Skeleton cf the living* “Manatee” {Mo.natus americanus), from the
Itiver Amazon.

„ most remarkable Sirenian is the Rltytina gigas (Rhytina

f d

'

l
)’. 0r " S teller’s Sea-cow,” once common along the shores

0 Behring’s and Copper Islands, near Kamtschatka, and
seen alive by the naturalist Steller in 1741. This is by far
ie largest of the Sirenia, and when full grown, it is said to
five attained a length of 25 feet, and a weight of from three

to four tons.

lhe Sirenia pass their whole life in the water, being denizensm the shallow bays, estuaries, lagoons, and large rivers
;
but

hey never venture far away from the shore. Their food con-
sists entirely of aquatic plants, upon which they browse beneath
he surface, as the teirestrial herbivorous mammals feed upon
he green pastures on land.*
When Steller came to Behring’s Island in 1741, the Sea- Skeleton of

cows pastured in the shallows along the shore, and collected in Rhytina.

herds like cattle. As they fed, they raised their heads every stand N.
our or five minutes from below water in order to breathe
before again descending to browse on the thick beds of sea-
Weed which surround the coast.

,
* The large seaweeds called Laminar'ue grow in water at or just below

‘.’"'"Ulcr
;
they are nutritious and are eaten by animals. They abound in

ie North Pacific Ocean. Kuprecht, in his account of the Algaa of the North
acdie, records eight species of these large weeds growing in the Sea of
ehotsk, on the shores of .Kamtschatka, and the north of North America.
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Sirenia—Bhytina git]as, etc.

They were observed by him to be gre-
garious in their habits, slow and inactive
in their movements, and very mild and in-

offensive in their disposition. Their colour
was dark-brown, sometimes varied with
spots. The skin was naked, but covered
with a very thick, hard, rugged, bark-like
epidermis.

Like most of the Herbivora, they spent
the chief part of their time in browsing.
They were not easily disturbed whilst so

occupied, even by the presence of man.
They entertained great attachment for

each other
;
and when one was harpooned,

the others made incredible attempts to

rescue it. They were so heavy and large

that they required 40 men with ropes to

drag the body of one to land.

The almost perfect skeleton set up in

the centre of the Gallery measures 19^
feet in length, but a skull and some casts

of detached bones in the Pier-case adjoin-

ing give evidence of a much larger animal.
Although only seen for the first time by
civilized people in 1741, and described in

1751 by Steller, it was so easily killed,

and its flesh was found so excellent for

food, that in 40 years it had disappeared,
and since 1782 has not been seen alive.

Its bones are obtained from peat
deposits on Behring’s Island, whence
the specimen exhibited was procured.
Although the living Sirenia are only
found inhabiting the warmer sub-tropical

regions of the globe, fossil remains testify

their former abundance in Europe in the

Tertiary period. As many as fourteen

genera and thirty species are recorded,

namely, one species from the Pleistocene,

eight from the Pliocene, fifteen from the

Miocene, and four from the Eocene, rang-

ing from the West Indies and Carolina to

England, Belgium, Prance, Germany,
Italy, Malta, and Egypt, and from Beh-
ring’s Island to Australia.

The best preserved fossilform described

is the Halitherium, Schinzii, from the

Miocene of Hesse-Darmstadt, of which a
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‘ 0 entii'e skeleton and a large series of separate bones Sirenia.

'( P . .

'ibitea. The cast of a nearly perfect skull of llalitherium pier-case.
' sinotneriuvi) Fores/ii (Capellini), from Bologna, is also in the No. 21.

lei-case, together with the skull and lower jaw of Prorastomus

r
tCBven), from the Tertiary of Jamaica; a cast of the

an 1

BaUlheriurn’ Canhami (Flower), from the Suffolk Crag;

fn
t lU nâ urâ cast °f the brain of Eotherium ojgyptiacvm

. ^ven), from JVfokattam Quarries, near Cairo, together with
skulls of the African Manatee and the Australian Dugong

P aced for comparison with the fossil forms.

Order IX.—CETACEA (Whales).

In this order of the Mammalia the body is still more fish- Table case,
1 -o than in the Sirenia. There is no trace of a neck, the W aii“CHS6S icontour °f the head passing gradually into that of the body. Nos'^T

65
’

1 hey have a horizonti
” ’ ' ' ~ J

Median dorsal fin also,

1Ciy have a horizontally fiattened caudal fin and very generally and 28 -

medinn Ai, ..1,,.

Th e anterior limbs alone are present externally, and these
'“'e not divided into aim, fore-aim, and hand, but they form
,l broad flattened paddle without any trace of nails.
' (>rvical vertebra? in many species of Cetacea are more o

The
or less

_ None of the vertebrae are
united together to form a sacrum. The pelvis is quite
vudimenta

i.
' * ‘vwiw jai ixicuxy species

Used together into a solid mass

taiy, as are the hind-limbs when present.

Jig. 75.—A, raolar tooth; IS, caudal vertebra (reduced) ofZtuglodon cetoides (Owen),

Middle Eocene, Alabama, U.S., .North America.

Teeth are generally present, but they are exceedingly
Variable in number.

In one group, the Myxtococeti, teeth are quite absent, save in
the foetal state, the palate being provided with numerous
transversely-placed horny laminae, termed “baleen.”*

* The “wliale-bone” of commerce.
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Wall-case, The whales are divided into the Mystacoceti (or Whalebone
Tai>le

2
case

whales )- t],
°. Archjeoceti, and the Odontoceti (or Toothed

No. 11. whales); this last division includes the Sperm-whales—the
Ziphiince

, Hyperoodon, Ziphius, Mesoplodon, and the Delphinidce.

Fig. 76.—A, left lateral aspect of cranium (much reduced)
; B, an upper molar tooth

(less reduced) of Zeuylodon cetoides (Owen). M. Eocene, Alabama, U.S.A.

Fig. 77.—An imperfect skull of Squalodon Grateloupi (Pedroni), 1 nat. size
;
from the

Middle Miocene of Barie, Drome, France (after Gaudry).

Fig. 78.—Three lower molars of Squalodon
,
from the Miocene of Europe.

Wall-case,
No. 22.

Zeuglodon.

The Archceoceti embrace the genus Zeuglodon, hitherto
found chiefly in the Eocene formation of Alabama, Louisiana,

<tc. It has six incisors, two canines, and 10 molars and pre-



'[

Fig. 79. The right tympanic of Balcena primigenia (Van Beneden), from the
Bed Crag of Suffolk. ($ nat. size.)

*ig. £o.—Anterior portion of cranium of Choneziphius -planirostris (Cuvier), Pliocene
Antwerp Crag; \ nat. size. 14', vomer: 14, mesethmuid; 21, maxilla; 22. pre
maxilla

; d, d, canals, which terminate in the prenasal fossae.

Ckag Cetacea
Q189)

SciELOcm 10 11 12 13 14 15



Cetacea.

Squalodon.

Pier-case.
No. 21.

Table-case,
No. 11. .

Wall-case,
No. 22.

Wall-case,
No. 28.

CG Edentata— Sloth, Armadillo, etc.

molars on each side, or 36 in all. The molar teeth have
laterally compressed crowns, with serrated edges and two
distinct roots.

Coloured reproductions of skulls of two other extinct

Cetaceans

—

Squalodon, from the Miocene of Bavaria, and
Rhizoprion, from the Miocene of Central France, are also exhi-

bited here.

In the Table-case is placed a series of the rostral hones
of Ziphiince and the ear bones ( Cetotolithes) of true whales from
the Suffolk Crag (see Figs. 79 and 80, p. 65).

In the Wall-case, in addition to a cast of the skull and other

bones of Zeur/lodon, are exhibited a series of vertebras and
other remains of whales from the Red Crag of Suffolk, and

Fro. 81.—The left periotic bone of MetopfotJon Innffirostris (Cuvier), from the
Red Crag of Suffolk.

casts of figured specimens from the Antwerp Crag. In the
opposite case are placed the remains of Cetacea obtained from
superficial and modem deposits in various parts of England.

THE PAVILION (No. 2 on Plan).

Order X.

—

EDENTATA. (Sloth, Armadillo, Ac.)

In* this gallery are arranged the remains of the various extinct

genera of Edentata from America belonging to the Sloths and
Armadillos, and remarkable for their gigantic size when compared
with their small living representatives. All the animals of this

order are vegetarians in diet, except the Ant-eaters and the
Armadillos, the former of which subsist on the White Ant. and
the latter on the grubs of insects, roots, etc. The name of the
order is misleading, as these animals are not entirely toothless,

with the exception of the Myrmecophaqa (Ant-eaters), the front

teeth only being wanting in the majority ; the cheek-teeth have
permanent pulps always growing up as they are worn away at

the crown.



Edentata—Megatherium, etc. G
“

The Megatheriidro, represented by Megatherium, Mylodon, Wall-case,
< cehdothermm, Megalonyx, and Coclodon, present characters inter-

No" 8®'

diate between the existing Bradypodidae, or Sloths, and the

J
yimecophagid®, or Ant-eaters, combining the skull and den-

'tion of the former, with the structure of the limbs and vertebral
c
? umi

j
of the latter. Almost all the ancient forms were of

frigantic s,ze
) Megatherium being larger than any Rhinoceros.

ie teeth in Megatherium are prismatic in form (quadrate in
ransverse section), and composed of hard dentine, softer vaso-

< entme, and cementnm, so arranged that, as the tooth wears,
>e surface always presents a pair of transverse ridges, thus

a apparatus well suited, like the molar teeth
oi JJinnthenum,, Tapirus, etc., for triturating vegetable food.
‘Megatherium has five such teeth on each side in the upper, and

r
our °n each side in the lower jaw, as in the modern Sloth :

lotion has one tooth less on each side, both in the upper and
lowe ‘ rr

per senes.

Flo. 82.—Lower Jaw of Megatherium americanum (Cuvier), showing the double chisel-
shaped Molar teeth ; from Pleistocene deposits, Buenos Ayres.

None of these huge extinct forms were arboreal in habit, but
they- were probably all phytophagous in diet, subsisting upon
the leaves and young branches of trees.

Although the jaws were destitute of teeth in front, there arc
1 ndications that the snout and lips were elongated, and more or
Jess extensile, whilst the fore-part of the lower jaw is much pro- Great
longed and grooved (see woodcut, Fig. 82), to give support to a ®r°and"

long cylindrical, powerful, muscular tongue, aided by which the
° ’

great sloth, like the giraffe, could strip off the small branches
°f the trees which, bv its colossal strength, it had broken or
bent down and brought within its reach.

In the Elephants, which subsist on diet similar to that of Teeth of
the Megatherium— the grinding of the food is effected by Meg-athe.

molar teeth, which are replaced by successional ones as the old
are worn away. In the Giant Ground-Sloth only one set of
teeth was provided, but these by constant upward growth, and
continual addition of new matter beneath, lasted as long as the
animal lived and never needed renewal.

f 2
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Mega-
therium.
Stand O.

Great
Ground-
Sloth.

Mylodon.

Glass-case
O.O.

On the stand, in the centre of the Pavilion, is placed the
cast of the entire skeleton of the great extinct “ Ground-Sloth

”

(Megatherium americanum), the separate original bones of the
skeleton, and the skull, occupying the Wall-case. (For figure of

Megatherium see Frontispiece.)

This colossal animal measures 18 feet in length, its bones
being more massive than those of the elephant. The thigh-
bone is nearly thrice the thickness of the same bone in the largest

of existing elephants, the circumference being equal to the
entire length. The strength of the Megatherium is indicated by
the form of the bones, with their surfaces, ridges, and crests

everywhere roughened for the attachment of powerful muscles
and tendons. The bony framework of the fore-part of the body
is comparatively slender, but the hinder quarters display in

every part enormous strength and weight combined, indicating

that the animal habitually I'ested on its haunches and powerful
tail. Whilst in that position it could freely use its strong

Fig. 83.—Skull of the Tree-sloth, Bradypus gularls (recent), S. America (reduced).

flexible forearms and the large claws, with which its hands
were provided, to break down or bend the trees upon the
leaves and succulent branches of which it fed, like its pigmy
modern representative, the existing tree-slotli, which spends its

entire life climbing back-downwards among the branches of the

trees suspended by its powerful arms and long recurved claws.

A nearly perfect original skeleton of Mylodon gracilis, Owen,
has been set up in this gallery beside the restored skeleton of

Megatherium, so that we see in juxtaposition examples of two of

the largest genera of these great extinct ground-sloths, once the

denizens of the vast tropical forests of America, and represented

to-day by the tree-sloth (Bradypus), an animal not larger than a

dog in size; the skeleton of one of which is placed in the adjoining

Wall-case for comparison with the Megatherium.
Remains of other allied animals, namely, Scelidotherinm (see

Fig. 84), and Megalonyx, may be seen in the Wall-case
adjoining.
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Wall-case,
No. 26.

Table-case,
No. 13a.

Glass-case
a.

In addition to the series of gigantic Ground-Sloths, we
may notice the several genera of extinct gigantic Armadillos,
also from the Pleistocene deposits of South America.

These large extinct genera differed from the living species

of Armadillos in having their coat of mail composed of a single

piece, not divided up into a series of bands or segments, by
means of which the living forms are enabled, when attacked,

to contract the body into the form of a ball. In most of the

extinct species the carapace is composed of polygonal or quad-
rangular bony scutes, closely united by their sutures into a

solid buckler, and the caudal portion is enclosed in a complete

bony tail-sheath. The top of the head is also protected by
tesselated dermal plates of bone.

Fig. 85.— Extinct Gigantic Armadillo, Glyptodon clnvipe* (Owen), from the Pleistocene
deposits of Buenos Ayres, South America (much reduced).

a, View of entire animal, b, Front end of carapace, c. Back view of same, d and k,

Upper and under side of skull, f, Section of tail showing caudal vertebra inside the
bony sheath.

(The caudal sheath represented in this figure probably belongs to lloplophorus.)

The cheek-teeth are sixteen in number, four above and four

below on each side, incisors not being developed; they have two
deep grooves on either side dividing them into three nearly

distinct lobes. The facial portion of tbe skull is extremely short,

and the zygoma has a long descending maxillary process just

beneath the eye.

The vertebral column beneath the carapace is almost entirely

anchylosed into a long tube, and is confluent with the under
surface of the dermal armour, to which the ribs are also united.
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1 here is a complete joint at the base of the neck, the seven Glyptodon.
Vm-fol, c i • i

J
. , , , , , .

.

,

ie vertebras are anchylosed together except the four immediately
behind the sacrum.

,, .mu. iuj hi of the tesserm of the carapace and
the tail-sheath.

— lugcmer wun me oouy-armour ox an exunci, gigantic
Armadillo from South America, named Glyptodon, the separate
Jones and portions of the armour of which are also exhibited

Fig. 86.—Lateral view of the skull of the living Armadillo, from South America.

The restored carapace and skeleton of Glyptodon measures
from the snout to the end of the armour-plated tail, following

the curve of the back, 11 feet 6 inches, the tesselated body-

shield being 7 feet in length and 9 feet across, following the

carve at the middle of the back.
In the same case are placed the actual bony armour-plated

sheaths of the tails of several extinct gigantic Armadillos

referred to the genera Dmdicurus and Panoclitlms, which must
have belonged to animals of very great size.

These large extinct species diilered from the modem Arma-
dillos in having no bauds, or joints, in their coat of mail, which

enable the living species, when attacked, to contract the body
into the form of a ball. The six-banded Armadillo is less

than a foot in length, but the great Glyptodon was so ponderous
and bulky that it could not be overturned, and it only needed
to draw up its legs close to its body, so as to rest its carapace
on the ground, and bend its armour-plated head down in front,

Several genera and numerous species have been determined,
latter being distinguished principally by the variations in

The typical genus is Glyptodon (sculptured-tooth), so named
by bir Richard Owen in reference to the sculptured aspect of the
grinding surface of the teeth.

pf the skeleton and its carapace are not taken from the same
individual, nor probably even from the same species of Glyp-
todon, but are placed together in order to convey a better idea
of the great size and general form of these extinct Armadillos.

lr‘ the adjacent wall-case. The casts of the different portions Wall-case,
bt the skeleton and its a vr nnf fnfcpn from flip xamfi No. 26 .
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Glyptodon.

Glass-case.
Q-

Wall-case,
No. 26.

Table- case,
No. 13a.

to be perfectly protected on all sides from the attack of any
enemy. An example of the skeleton of the small living species
of Armadillo is placed in the case beside the gigantic extinct
form for comparison.

The banded and jointed Armadillo is represented by the
extinct genus Ghlamydotherium, detached plates of the carapace
and bones of which have been found in abundance in the caves
of Minas Geraes, Brazil. It is supposed to be allied to the little

living “ Mole Armadillo,” Chlamyd/rpkorns.
A nearly entire carapace and tail sheath, partly restored, of

Hnplophorus, an allied but smaller genus of extinct Armadillos, is

exhibited in Wall-case 26.

Several very perfect tail-sheatlis, showing different patterns
of ornamentation, and referable to different genera of giant
Armadillos, are exhibited in the Wall-case and in Glass-case Q.

Fio. 87.— Portion of the Tail-sheath of Hnplophorus from the Pleistocene of South
America.

Jndgingby the numbers of remains of these large extinct
Edentata which have been collected from time to time, we have
evidence, not only of their great abundance and wide
geographical distribution in the tropical and subtropical wooded
regions of America, but also of the vast numbers of these huge
animals which must have perished in floods from their having
been unable to climb into trees to escape destruction, after the
manner of their modern representatives, the Tree-sloths and
Ant-eaters.

Most of these remains have been obtained from the Pleistocene
deposits in the Argentine Republic

; but similar relics have also
been procured from Patagonia, Brazil, Urugnay, Chili, and
Bolivia, all in South America, and from nine different States
in the United States of North America.

The Edentata, although so largely represented in America,
are not strictly confined to that region, but are represented in
South Africa by the “Cape Ant-eater” (the “Aard-Vark” of
the Dutch settlers), the “Pangolins” or Scaly Ant-eaters
belonging to the genus Hants, which have a very wide range
over the greater part of Africa, and in India from the Himalayas
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t? Ceylon, Sumatra, Java, Southern China, Amoy, Hainan, and
ormosa. Palwomanis, an ancestral form related to the existing

^

ants, or “Pangolin,’ and also the Cape Ant-eater, Orycteropits
ig. 88), have been discovered in the Older Pliocene deposits of

le Island of Samos, Asia Minor.

Fig. 88.—Lateral view of the skull of the living Cape Ant-eater, Oryctcropus
capcnsis (Gni.)

;
South Africa (reduced).

Such a wide geographical distribution naturally implies a
correspondingly great antiquity in geological time for this
singular group, which must have witnessed most marked
changes in the configuration of the ancient continents, on parts
"t which its modern descendants now find themselves so widely
separated geographically.

Sub-class II.

—

Didelphia.

Order XI.—MARSUPIALIA. (Kangaroo, Wombat, Ac.)

Just as the South American Continent had, in past ages, Wall-case,
ds peculiar group of colossal Edentata, represented at the pre- No - 27 -

sent, day by the Ant-eater, the Armadillo and Tree-Sloth, so the Table-cases,

great Island- Continent of Australia had formerly its peculiar
14a

’

indigenous fauna of huge Marsupialia, represented by the
’

existing Kangaroos, Wombats, and Phalangers.
The Marsupialia or “ pouched animals ’’ comprise a curious

series of mammals, offering at the present day considerable
Variety in form, but all characterized (with the single exception
°f Thylacinus,* the “ Tasmanian wolf ”) by possessing a. pair of
l°ng, slender, “ epipubic ” bones attached to the anterior edge of
the pelvis, commonlv called “ marsupial bones,” but bearing no
special relation to* the external pouch or marsupium

,f and
present alike in both sexes. The young in this order are brought

# Tn Tht/lacinus the epipubic bones are cartilaginous only,

t There is no pouch or marsupium in some of the Opossums.
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Marsupi-
alia.

"Wall-case,
No. 27.

Table-cases,
Nos. 14, 14a,
15, 15a.

forth in a blind and very imperfect condition
;
and, in those

forms in which that organ is present, are then placed by the

parent within a fold of the integument, which forms the “ pouch ”

or marsupium, whence the order derives its name. Within this

pouch the mammary glands are situated, and to the prominent
nipple the young one at once becomes firmly attached and
remains so for some time after birth. In other cases, as among
some Opossums, the young are carried on the back of the mother,

on which they are supported by twisting their tails round that

of the mother. The posterior angle of the lower jaw is generally

bent inwards (see Fig. 89, showing inflexion). There are

Fig. 39.—Posterior view of the lower jaw of the Wombat, Phascolomys.

Fig. 90.—Dentition of Hypsiprymnus. i 1 to 3, three upper incisors; i r lower incisor;

c, canine ; pm r last upper and lower premolar ; m 1 to 4, upper and lower molars.

always true teeth implanted in the usual manner in both jaws,

and divisible into incisors, canines, premolars, and molars, but

they vary much in the different families (see Figs. 9ll

and 93).

There is no vertical displacement and succession of the teeth,

except in the case of a single tooth on either side of each jaw,

which is always the hindmost of the premolar series, and is pre-

ceded by a tooth having the character of a true molar
j this is

the only one comparable to the milk-teeth of the higher

mammalia
;
all the other teeth remain unchanged.



Marsupialia—dentition. '•*

The Marsupials are primarily divisible into two great sections

the first being provided with numerous small incisors and well-
. developed canines (known as the Polyprotodout* division), con-

Fig. 91.—Front view of fkull of recent Da*yuru» ursintu (Harr.) ; showing the poly-

piotodont and carnivorous type of dentition.

Fig. 92.—Front view o{ skull of recent Koala, Phascolarctos cintreus (Goldf.), showing

diprotodont and herbivorous type of dentition.

finingthe camivorousgroupofMarsupials, such as the Opossums,

I)asj’ures, Tkylacines, and Bandicoots; in the second (known as

* From JTO\is,
rrpiiroc, and icovf,

“ with many front teeth.”
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Wall-case,
No. 27.

Table-cases,
Nos. 14, 15,
and 15a.

Table-case,
No. 14a.

the Diprotodont* division), comprising the vegetable feeders, as

the Kangaroos, Plialangers, and Wombats, the central incisors

are very prominent, and are the only ones in the lower jaw,

while in the upper jaw the lateral incisors and canines are very

subordinate in function, and may be absent.

Fig. 93.—Teeth of the Opossum (Didelphyt), X. America (recent), (i 1-3 upper,

and i 1-4 lower incisors ; c, canines, pin 1-3, premolars
; m 1-rrt 4, molars.)

Fig. 94.—Remains of Diddphvs (Peratherium) fur/ax (Cope), from the White River
(Miocene) Beds. Colorado, X. America, a, inferior, b, lateral view of skull

;

c, superior, and d
,
lateral view of right ramus of mandible.

Fig. 95.—Inner view of left ramus of mandible of Vromntherium sylvestre (Emmons);
from the Trias of North Carolina.

As typical representatives at the present day of tbe Polypro-

todont (carnivorous) division we may mention the Dulelphiidae or

true Opossums, which differ from all other Marsupials in the fact

that they are found living on the American Continent, whereas

the great home and centre of the Marsupialia is Australia.

They are mostly carnivorous or insectivorous in their diet, and

* From ii= Cif, rrpiiroc, and ocouf, “ with two front teeth.”
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boreal in their habits. Eight existing species are represented Table-case,
'

I

,

'° collection, chiefly by detached jaws from the bone-breccias No - 14a -

!' *" e caverns of Minas Geraes, Brazil, etc. Professor Cope
,

,

a® described a species, Didelphys fugax, from the Miocene of
o oi-ado, under the name of Peratherium. Ten extinct species

Fig. 96.—Lower Jaw and Teeth of Amphikute* Broderipli (Owen),
(twice natural size), Great Oolite, Stonesfield, Oxfordshire.

(Natural Size.)

iiG. 97.—Lower Jaw and Teeth of Phnscolotherium Buckland i (Broderip, sp.).

from the Great Oolite, Stonesfield, Oxfordshire.

Fig. 98.—Lower Jaw and Teeth of Trv'onodon mordax (Owen), natural size.

Middle Purbeck Beds, Dorset.

ace represented from the Lower Miocene, the Oligocene. and the
Upper Eocene of France, and one from the Upper Eocene of

Hordwell, Hampshire. The genus Chironectes is also represented
from Minas Geraes, Brazil, by remains of the living species.
To the Polyprotodont type of Marsupialia may also be referred



Fig. 99. — American Jcrassic Mammals (Dri/n/'gtidceX Amphitiieriidj:, and Spalacothebiid.*.
Wyoming Territory, North America.

a. Docndon xtriatus (Marsh). b Diploci/hodon victor (Marsh). c. Priacodon farox (Marsh)

D. Dryolcste* priscxus (Marsh), e. Dryo\t*te* rorax (Marsh), f. Atthcnoilon segnis (Marsh),

o Lnodon vcnustns (Marsh).
(For explanation of italic letters to figures, see page 80.)

SciELO
3 10 11 12 13 14cm
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tlie remains of Dromatherium sylvestre one of the earliest known Table-case,
mammals, from the Trias of North Carolina, and Microconodon No - 14a -

rom the same deposit; also Phascolotherium, Amphilestes, Amphi-
tylus, and Amphitherium, from the Lower Jurassic of Stones-
held

; Triconodon and Amblotherium from the Upper Jurassic of
f urbeck.; Priacodon and Dryolestes from the Upper Jurassic
of North America. These were all very small animals, and
their remains are chiefly confined to detached teeth and rami of
mandibles.

Flo. 100.— Dentition of Wombat, Phascolonv/s.
a. Palatal view of skull. b. View of grindini; surface of teeth of lower ]aw.

c. Side-view of a single molar tooth detached.

But the greatest development of the Marsupialia at the Table-case,

present day, as well as in Tertiary times, is to be found on the
Nc ‘ 14 ‘

continent of Australia. The carnivorous genera Thylacinus,

SarcopJalus, and Dasyurus, are ail represented in the collection

by remains from the caves of Queensland and the alluvial

deposits of New South Wales.
Of the Diprotodont type no fewer than ten species of Wombats Table-case,

(Phascolomys') are known and described by their fossil remains. No - 15a -

i’hey varied in size from that of the existing species up to Phas-
colonns gigas, which was equal in size to a Tapir, but of much
stouter build. Only three small species are now living; they are
°f burrowing habits and are confined to the continent of

Australia and to Tasmania. Intermediate between these great
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.

SciELO

Wombats and the far greater form of Diprotodon is Kototheriurn,
which may have been as big as a horse in size, but bulkier and
shorter, with three incisors above on each side, whereas in the
Wombats there is only one.

Wall-case,
No. 27.

Table-case,
No. 15.

Diprotodon. In Diprotodon the dentition is the same as in Nototherium.

Wall-case, This huge animal had a skull measuring Nearly three feet in
No. 27. length, and it probably exceeded the Rhinoceros in bulk.

Fig. 102.—Skull anil lower Jaw of Tltylnmlen camifa (Owen), from the Pleistocene
of Australia.

Table-case, In the Table-case are numerous remains of a very remark-
No. 14. able extinct genus of Diprotodont Marsupial, named by Professor

Sir Richard Owen, Thylacoleo carnifex, and supposed by him to

Fio. 101.—(a.) Skull and lower jaw of a gigantic extinct Marsupial, Diprotodon
australu (Owen), from lhe Newer Tertiary Deposits, Australia,

(b.) A human skull placed beside it to show comparative size.

(Wall-case, No. 21.)

cm 3 10 11 12 13 14
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have been a true carnivore (Fig. 102). This singular phalanger-
liko animal has the pair of large and characteristic middle
incisors seen in front, and .two additional minute incisors in the

upper jaw, a minute canine above, but none below, three pre-

molars above and below on each side, and one small molar above
and two below. The last premolar is of enormous size, both
above and below, compressed laterally and trenchant. But in

all known Carnivorous (Polyprotodont) Marsupials the same
general plan of dentition is maintained as in the placental

Fig. 103.—Skull and lower jaw of BtUonpia (Ilyp/iprymnus) Grayi (Gould), living

4n Australia.
c* is the upper canine tooth, immediately behind which the Iar*e sectonal premolar is seen

opposed to a similar tooth in the lower jaw.

Fig. 101.—Lateral view of .kuU of the living kangaroo, Macropu, BamMi,
(Waterhouse), Australia.

Carnivora, i.e., the incisors are small, the canines are large and

well-formed for tearing flesh, and the molars have sharp tubercles,

whereas in Thylacoleo the two central incisors above and below

are large and placed close together, as m the Plialangers ;
the

other incisors are minute, and so also are the canines.

The great sectorial premolar in Thylacoleo has its exact

parallel in the corresponding premolar tooth in the rat- kangaroo,

Rypsipryinnus or Bettongia (Fig* 103), which, is enormous y ‘X1 S*
0

and long, exceeding in lateral length the two anterior mo ais

combined, with from 11 to 13 external grooves. The upper canine

is also present, though small. This rat-kangaroo thus clearly

(1189) 0

Table-case
No. 14.
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Table-case,
No. 14.

Marsu-
pialia.

Table-case,
No. 14a.

Phascolo-
therium, etc.

Great Oolite.

Purbeck
Mammals.

Table-case,
No. 14a.

Earliest
Mammal.

explains tlie origin of the large last premolar in Thylacoleo as

being not so much a carnivorous as it is a Marsupial Diprotodont
character, merely exaggerated.*

Of the Macropodidcc, found fossil in Australia, the following
species are preserved in the collection, viz. :

—

AEpyprymnus rufescens. Macropus, thirteen species, of which
the names titan, altus, anal;, are intended to convey Sir .Richard
Owen’s idea of the great size which some of these old kangaroos
attained. They were all herbivorous, subsisting on grass and
roots.

Most of the remarkable series of remains from Australia were
obtained from caves, or from lacustrine and river deposits on
Darling Downs, Queensland, associated with estuarine shells of

the genus Melania, and from the Wellington Caves, New South
Wales.

Fig. 106.

—

Imperfect left ramus of mandible of Spalctcot?ieriurn tricuspidens (Owen), the
outline figure is of the nat. size, c, </, lateral and upper views of a molar tooth.
From the Middle Purbeck, Swanage, Dorset.

In the Great Oolite, of Stonesfield, near Oxford, the jaws of

several small mammals were discovered and named Amphi-
therium, Fhascolotherium, and Stereognathns. Mr. S. H. Beckles.
F.Il.S., subsequently obtained a scries of Mammalian remains
from the Freshwater Limestone of Purbeck, Dorset, mostly con-

sisting of lower jaws. According to Owen they belong to some
fourteen genera, the largest of which did not exceed in size a rat

or a mouse. The genus Spalacotherium. belongs to a small group
of Mammals whose affinities are at present uncertain.

Group MULTITCBEECULATA.t

The earliest appearance of mammals at present known is in

the Trias formation. Beds of this age have yielded the detached

* See Prof. Flower “ On the affinities of Thylacoleo carnifex (Owen),”
“ Quart. Journ.” Geol. Soc., 1868, vol. xxir., p. 307, and article “ JIammalia ”

(Marsupialia) “Encyclopedia Britaimica,” 9th ed., yol. xv., pp. 378-383.)

f These forms are now considered as distinct from the true Diprotodont
type, and are probably referable to the Prototheria or Oruithodelphia.
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teeth of a small Marsupial (Microlestes antiquus) from near
•Stuttgart, Germany; now in the Museum at Stuttgart, and a
skull, named Tritylodon longcevus, by Owen (Fig. 107), has
recently been obtained from Basutoland, South Africa

;
but a

l-'re. 106.—An upper true molar of Tritylodon FrcwXu (Lydekker), from the Upper Trios of
•Strasburg. The two central figures are of the natural size ; the others are enlarged
three times, o, crown surface: it, basal surface; <•, //, the two lateral surfaces';

«, a, anterior and posterior surfaces.

Fig. 107.—Cranium of Tritylodon lonaan'us (Owen), Trias, Basutoland, South Africa.

«=palatal view of skull, showing the dentition: 6= view of the upper

surface of the skull, f nat. size, (bee lable-case, Iso. 14a.)

tooth, previously obtained from the Upper Trias of Germany,

proves to belong to the same genus (see Fig. 106). A specimen

of Polymastodon taoensis, Cope, from the lower Eocene of New
Mexico, offers, in its dentition, an interesting comparison with

the Tritylodon of Owen, from South Africa.

Table-case
No. 14a.

Tritylodon,
Trias.



Fig. 108.—American Jurassic Mammals

—

Plagiaulacidje, Wyoming Tebkitoby,
North America.

Bight upper jaw of Ctenacodon potent (Marsh), inner view. b. Palatal aspect of upperjaw of
C. potent (Marsh), c. Ctenacodon potent (Marsh), front view. d. An incisor tooth, e. Bight
ramus of lower jaw of Ctenarodon terratus (Marsh), outer view. r. Left ramus of lower jaw of
Ctenacodon terratut (Marsh), inner view. g. Outer aspect right premaxillary of Allodon forlit

(Marsh) and n. Inner view of same. i. Portion of upper jaw of A. forti

*

(Marsh), j. Left
upper jaw of A. laticcps (ilarsh), palatal aspect of cheek-teeth, k. Palatal asjiect of left

upper jaw of A. fort it (Marsh), l. An incisor tooth (Ctenacodon). m. Left [upper jaw of
A. laticeps (Marsh), k. Lower incisor of A. fort it (Marsh).

(For explanation of italic lettersjto figures, tee p. 86.)

.SciELO
3 10 11 12 13 14cm
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Detached teeth of a small mammal were found by the late Microlestes.
•Mr- C. Moore in the Kinetic beds at Frome, Somerset, and named Table-case,

Microlestes Moorei, by Owen. ^° - ^a -

To these discoveries must now be added a series of Upper
•Jurassic mammalia from the “ Atlantosaurus Beds,” Wyoming
Territory, United States; and of Cretaceous mammals from the
haramie formation, Dakota and Wyoming, North America, both
discovered by Prof. 0. C. Marsh, and closely related if not
identical with genera previously known and described from this

country.

With the exception of those placed in the Polyprotodont
division of the Marsupialia (see p. 75), these small mammals are
all provisionally arranged in a special group (the Multituber-
culata). In the Tritylodontidce the upper true molars (of which
there are four), are ridged longitudinally as in Tritylodon and
Polymastodon.

Flu. 109.—Lower Jaw and Teeth of Plaoiaulax Becllesii (Falconer), twice natura size,

Middle Purbeck Beds, Dorset.

In the Plagiau lacidce the premolars in the mandible vary in

number from one to four, have a cutting edge, and are marked
by a series of oblique lateral grooves, while the true molars are

small, and reduced to two in number; the upper teeth are

unknown. Probably they all had two lower incisors and two
functional upper ones.

Fig. 110—Upper true molar of Xeoplajiaulaj- eocenus (Lemoine). Lower Eocene,
Kheims, France.

Placjiaulax is represented by Ctenacodon in the U. Jurassic

and by Ralodon in the Cretaceous of Wyoming, by Ptilodus from
the Puerco Eocene of New Mexico, North America

;
and by

A eoplagiaulax from the Lower Eocene of ftkeims.

These small mammals are arranged in the Table-case with Table-case
others from the Tertiaries of France and from the caves of No. 14a.

Brazil, &c. Drawings of many of the recently-discovered

American forms have also been added to this case.
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Table-case,
No. 14a.

Echidna.

Sub-class III.

—

Frototheria or Omithodelphia.

Order XII.—MONOTREMATA.

Remains of Echidna had been met with in a fossil state in

1867 by Mr. Gerard Krefft
;
more recently, in 1883, Mi-. E. P.

Ramsay, E.L.S., Curator of the Australian .Museum, Sydney,
discovered the fossil humerus and three other bones of an
exceedingly large Echidna (E. Eamsayi, Owen) in the breccia of

the Wellington Caves, New South Wales, and sent to Prof.

Sir Richard Owen plaster casts of the same for description.

[Hoir, explanatory of small italic letters attached to figures of American
Jurassic Mammals, given on pp. 78 and 84, Figs. 99 and 108.

Fig. 99, p. 78, a, canino tooth; b, condyle; c, coronoid process; d, angle;

g, mylohyoid groove ; .s', symphysial surface.

Fig. 108, p. 84, l. !, 8, the incisors
;
a', first premolar ;

a", second premolar
;

b, fourth premolar ; b\ third premolar ; c, second true molar
;
m ,

malar arch ; s, suture with maxillary. In the lower jaws, a, incisor;

b, condyle
; c, coronoid process ; r, root of incisor.]
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Class 2.—AYES (Birds).

“ Birds,” says Professor Huxley, “are animals so similar to
Heptilia in all the most essential features of tlieir organisation
that they may be said to be merely an extremely modified and
aberrant Reptilian type. Their differentiation is, however, so
great as to indicate without doubt their rights to forma distinct
class.”

.

It had generally been considered that the most ancient type of Pavilion,
birds known was that of the great wingless running birds, such Table-case,
as the Ostrich, Rhea, Emeu, Cassowary, and Apteryx, and no 'doubt

No ' 13 ‘

these may have had a very high antiquity,—especially so if the
bird-like tracks met with on the Triassie sandstone slabs of
the Connecticut Valley, in Ameiica, wei’o made by a feathered
biped—but the oldest fossil bird at present discovered is the oldest Bird
Archmopteryx macrura of Owen (see Fig. 112). This remarkable known,
long-tailed bird was obtained from the lithographic stone* T .

of Eichstadt, near Solenliofen, in Bavaria. The stone is so pteryx.°
880

Fig. 111.—-Head of the Berlin Arcliceoptetyx (nat. size), after Dames.

fine-grained that besides the bones of the wings, the furculnm, or

“merry thought,” the pelvis, the legs and the tail,we have actually
casts or impx-essions on the stone (made when it was as yet only
soft mud) of all the feathers of the wings and of the tail. The
leg-bone and foot are similar to that of a modem perching
bird, but the tail is elongated like that of a rat, or of a lizard,

"'lth a pair of feathei's springing from each joint, a character
not to be found in any living bii’d. More recently another
example lias been obtained from the same locality, in which
the head is v'eiy well preserved ; this specimen is in the Berlin Tho Berlin
Museum. An engraving of the Berlin specimen, pi-esented Archseo-
by Prof. Dames of Beilin, is exhibited near the window, pteryx.

* The equivalent in age of the Kimmeridge clay of Ecglard.



Fig. 112,—The Long-tailed Fossil Bird, Avchaopttryx macrura (Owen), from toe
Lithographic Stone, Upper Jurassic, Eichstadt, Bavaria. About one-fourth natural size.

(See Table-case, No. 13, in the Pavilion.)

For explanation of letters to bones, see note on p. 96.
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—

Hesperornis. 89

Further examination of this newer specimen shows that the Table-case,

jaws were aimed with teeth, of which fourteen may he seen No - 13 -

in the figure of the head. The teeth appear to have been im-
planted in distinct sockets, and were smooth, pointed, and
coated with enamel (see 'Woodcut, Fig. Ill, p. 87).

lie 1 13.—Skeleton of Hesptromu ngalis (Marsh) restored; about one-tenth natural size.

(From the Cretaceous of Kansas, N. America.)

Here are also exhibited twenty-six casts of bones of IJesperornis Hesperor

rejalis, a large-toothed bird, measuring near]}’ six feet from the IL1S'

extremity of the bill to the end of the toes. In habit it resembled

SciELOcm 1



90 Aves—Ichthyomis.

No
b
i3

CaSe
’ Lie Loons and Grebes of the present day, but was incapable of

flight, and only the humerus
,
or shoulder of the wing, remains as

a rudimentary bone. Its legs and feet were very powerful and
admirably adapted for swimming. The teeth of Hesperornis
were numerous and implanted in grooves, but the extremity of

ttig 114, Restored skeleton of Ichthyomis victor (Marsh), from the Cretaceous beds e:

Kansas, N. America (from specimens in the Yale College Museum).

the bill seems to have been protected by a horny sheath, as in

recent birds. These bird-remains were discovered in the

Middle Cretaceous beds of Kansas, U.S., N. America, by

SciELOcm 2 3 5 10 11 12 13 14 15
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Professor 0. C. Marsh, F.G.S., to whom we are indebted for Table-case,
the series of casts. An engraving of the entire skeleton is No- 13 '

placed near this case on the right hand side of the window. The
originals are preserved in Yale College Museum, New Haven,
Connecticut, United States

(
see Fig.-113).

Along with this remarkable form of toothed wingless bird,
the Resperomis, there has been found another, named by Marsh,
IcJitJiyornis (Fig. 114), w-hich had well-developed powerful
wings and a strongly keeled sternum. Its jaws were armed
with teeth, placed in distinct sockets, and its vertebras, unlike
those of other birds, were biconcave, as is the case in a few recent
and in many extinct reptiles. This character alone unmis-
takably indicates a 1 great antiquity for the Class of Birds.

The next oldest birds whose remains are preserved in this
case are from the London Clay of the Isle of Slieppey (Lower
Eocene).

!• ig. 115,—Skull of Orfontopteryx toliapicus (Owen), a bird from the London Claj* of Sheppey
with serrated mandibles

;
probably a fish-eating bird, like the Merganser.

One of these, Dasornis londiniensis, represented by a single Dasornis,
imperfect skull, was as large as an ostrich, and probably closely Argrillornis,

related to that bird. Another (Argillornis longipennis) rivalled
et0 ‘

the albatross in size. A third (Odontopteryx toliapicus) had a
powerfully serrated bill, well adapted for seizing its fishy prey
(see Fig. 115). There are also remains of a Vulture (Li'thornis

vulturinui), and of JIalcyornis toliapicus
, a little bird, probably

allied to the kingfisher.

Here are placed the casts of the femur and tibia of Gastornis Gastornis.

parisiensis, from the Lower Eocene of Meudon, near Paris

;

also casts of two leg-bones of another equally large bird

allied to the above, discovered in the Lower Eocene (Woolwich
Beds), Park Hill, near Croydon, and described by Mr. E. T.

Newton* under the name of Gastornis Klaasseni. They indicate Gastornis

a genus of birds as large as an ostrich, but more robust and Klaasseni.

with affinities to the Anserine type, as well as to the ItaTIT.*.

* “Trans.” Zool. Soc., vol. xii., p. 143, pis. xxviii., xxix. (188G).
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,
3Ioa, etc.

Table-case,
No. 13.

The Ostrich
in India.

Carinate
Birds.

Harpagor-
nis.

Dromomis.
Table-case,
No. 13.

Wall-case,
No. 25.

JEpyomis,
Dodo, and
Great Auk.

Table case,
No. 13a.

Table-case,
No. 12, and
Wall-cases,
Nos 23
ani 24.

The list of Eocene Tertiary birds is completed by the re-

mains of Palccortyx Iloffrnanni, from the Eocene of Montmartre,
Paris.

The remains of birds are rather more numerous in the

Miocene and Newer Tertiary deposits, though seldom abundant.
Perhaps the most interesting are the bones of an Ostrich

(Strutkio asiaticus), found in the Older Pliocene sandstone of

the Siwalik Hills, India, showing the once far wider geogra-

phical range of this great running bird. The same deposit has

yielded remains of a huge Crane, Leptoptilus (Arrjala) Falconeri.

Here are also remains of the Pelican, from Steinheim, in

Bavaria; of a large bird of the duck family (Anas oeninjensis),

from the Miocene freshwater limestone of Oeningen, Switzer-

land, also impressions of feathers from Oeningen and from the

Brown Coal of Bonn, on the Rhine. But the largest assemblage

of Miocene birds is from Allier, in France, from which some
sixty-nine species have been obtained and described by Professor

A. Milne-Edwards.
Here are placed casts of the bones of a huge Eagle (Haipa-

gornis Moorii), from New Zealand; of the Dromornis, a large

bird, like the Ostrich, found fossil in Australia, and remains

of the Emeu, still existing, but found associated with those of

the extinct Marsupials in the Wellington Caves, New South
Wales.

In the Wall-case between the windows at the South-east

comer of the Pavilion are placed a tibia and plaster casts of

other bones, also two entire eggs, many broken pieces, and one

plaster cast of an egg, of an extinct wingless bird, named
ASpyornis (probably larger than an Ostrich), found in the

superficial deposits of the Island of Madagascar. One of the eggs

of this bird measui'es 3 feet in its longest circumference and 2 feet

6 inches in girth, and its liquid contents equal a little more
than two gallons. They are much larger in size than the eggs

of the Dinomis, which are exhibited in the case on the South
side of this room. In the same case may be seen bones of the

Dodo (Didus ineptus) from the Isle of Mauritius, and a mounted
skeleton of the great Auk (Alca impennis) from Funk Island;

also a coloured reproduction of an egg of the Great Auk
;
both

these birds having now become entirely extinct in recent times

by the agency of man.
In Table-case, No. 13a, are remains of a gigantic goose

(Cnemiornis) and of a land Coot or Rail (Notomis), which, though

rare, still exists in the island
;
also of Aptornis

,
an extinct genus

allied to the Ballidce, and represented in the collection by many
perfect bones of two species.

These cases are mostly occupied with remains of the great

extinct wingless bird the “ Moa,” or Dinomis

,

from the Island

of New Zealand.
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Fig. 11G,

—

a, Skeleton of the *• Elephant-footed Moa,” Dinornis dephuntopus (Owen), from
New Zealand- b, Leg-bones of Diiiornis f/iganteu* (Owen), one of the largest of the
extinct Wingless Birds of New Zealand, (Glass-case S.)

of ten feet in height, and differing greatly in their relative Glass-case

forms, some being tall and slender, and probably swift-footed K '

like the modem Ostrich, whilst others were short and very
stout-limbed, as in the specimen of Binornis elephajifopus, which
was undoubtedly a bird of great strength, but very heavy-footed

(see Skeleton, Fig. 116). B. crassus was also very robust of

limb.

Glass-cast
S.

SciELO

Judgingfrom the vast number of remains of this bird found The “Moa,"

both in the South and North Island, and also from the fact of or Dinorms.

the extraordinary diversity in size which their skeletons exhibit,

the Binornis must have enjoyed for hundreds of years com-
plete immunity from the attacks both of man and wild beasts.

Professor Owen has described no fewer than eighteen species of

these extinct running birds, varying in size from three to upwards

cm 10 11 12 13 14 15
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The Moa,
or

Dinornis.

Table-ease,
No. 12.

Glass-cases
R.,R'.,andS.

The ancient Maoris, when they landed, no doubt feasted on
these huge birds as long as any remained, and their extermina-

tion probably only dates back to abont the period at which these

islands were thrice visited by Captain Cook, 1769-1778. Their
charred bones and egg-shells have been noticed, by the Honour-
able Walter Mantel!, mixed with charcoal where the native

ovens and fires were formerly made
;
and their eggs are said to

have been found in Maori graves.

In 1882, the Trustees obtained from a fissure-cave in Otago,

New Zealand, the head, neck, and two legs and feet of a “ Moa ”

(Dinornis didinus), having the skin still preserved in a dried

state covering the bones, and some few feathers of a reddish hue
still attached to the leg. The tracheal rings of the windpipe may
be seen in situ, the sclerotic plates of the eyes, and the sheaths

of the claws. One foot also shows the liind-claw (hallux)

of the bird still attached to the foot.

Five nearly entire skeletons of Dinornis are placed in cases,

D. elephantopus (Fig. 39), in front of the window, and two in

the glass-case placed between the windows on the South side

against the wall of this Room, the entire skeleton of one of tin;

tallest (Dinornis maximus being over 10 feet), and of one of the

smallest (D. parvus only 3 feet) species of the Moa family.

Case R’, contains the skeletons of Dinornis diduformis and D.

gravis. Here are also placed casts of the leg-bones, and the

actual bones of other individuals, giving evidence of still

more gigantic wingless birds from New Zealand.

The geographical distribution of the flightless birds is a

subject of extreme interest, for, notwithstanding the fact that

they have only rudimentary wings, they have been found

—

either living or fossil—in almost every quarter of the globe.

Thus, in South America we have Darwin’s Rhea, of which
three species are recorded. In North America Prof. Cope has

described a large wingless bird (Diatryma gigantea ), from the

Eocene of New .Mexico. In England Prof. Owen has recorded

the Dasomis londiniensis
,
from the London Clay of Sheppey, and

Mr. E. T. Newton the Gastomis IClaasseni from the Woolwich
Beds, near Croydon, related to Gastomis parisieiisis from the

Eocene of Meudon, near Paris; all large Ostrich-like birds.

In Africa we have the living Ostrich which once extended

through Arabia and Persia, into India, where its fossil remains

have been found in the Siwalik Hills. In Madagascar has been

found the remains of the extinct JEpyomis. In New Guinea we
have the living Cassowary, which also extends into Australia,

where the Emeu occurs both living and fossil, and the

Dromornis, a fossil bird as large as the Dinornis. In New
Zealand we have the Dinornis (represented by 18 species), the

Mionomis (2 species), the Dalapteryx (2 species), the Eury-
apteryx (2 species), all extinct ; and the living Apteryx.
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Birds considered as a Class.—Although the remains of Birds

are extremely rare in a fossil .state they furnish the following

suggestions for a scheme of classification* :

—

Order I. Saurora: (Lizard-tailed Birds).

The metacarpal bones not anchylosed together
;
the tail

longer than the body
;
jaws furnished with teeth

;
three

free digits in the manus, all armed with claws
;
vertebras

biconcave. Ex. Archceopteryx.

Order II. Ratitje (Raft-breasted birds).

Division A, Birds with teeth.

[a, with biconcave vertebra, at present unknown.]
b, with saddle-shaped vertebras. Ex. Hesperornis.

Division B, Birds without teeth.

All the later Tertiary and existing forms of raft-

breasted birds.

Order III. Carixatj. (Birds with a keeled sternum).

Division A, Birds with teeth.

a, with biconcave vertebrae. Ex. Ichthyornis.

[6, with saddle-shaped vertebrae, at present unknown.]

Division B, Birds without teeth.

All the later Tertiary and existing forms of Carinate
Birds.

The presence of teeth, either in grooves or sockets, is seen
to be common to all the earlier members of the class Aves.
But the Carinate and Ratite characters, by which all living

birds are divided at the present day into two great orders,

appear to hold good also as far back as the Cretaceous epoch,
and was probably developed at a much earlier date.

It is almost certain that the earliest and least specialized

bird with which we are at present acquainted, the Archceopteryx,

had a Carinate sternum.

It is now generally believed by Ornithologists that the

Ratitce, which we have seen are so widely distributed, have
been derived from several ancestral types, all of which may
probably have had Carinate ancestors. Nevertheless,fewcompar-
ative anatomists have expressed any doubt as to the correctness

of Professor Huxley’s conclusion as regards the derivation of the

class Aves from the Dixosaueia
;

but it does not certainly

follow that our existing Ratitce (Flightless Birds) are derived

by direct descent from Dinosaurian ancestors. Indeed, there

are numerous instances in the animal kingdom of retrograde

* A. Newton ; “Encyclop. Brit.,” 9tli edit., vol. xviii., pp. 2-50, 1885.
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development of a similar nature to that of the loss of the powei
of flight in the Ratim. For example, the atrophy of the hind
limbs in the Cetacea and Sirenia.

There are also many known examples of Carinate Birds,

belonging to widely different families, which have, by disuse,

lost the power of flight, and with it the carinate character of

the sternum, e.g. the Dodo, the Solitaire, Strigops, Aphanapteryx
,

Aptornis, Cnemiomis, none of which belong to the Raht.k.

This does not militate against the idea of the extreme antiquity

of the Ratitce, but it only assumes that those families in which
a rudimentary wing of Avian construction is present have been
derived from a still more remote Carinate ancestor. If this

were not the case we ought to find the manus constructed on
the reptilian type, and retaining the digits free and unanchylosed,

and furnished with claWs in the adult condition as in Archceo-

pteryx, the bird with the least specialized manus of any with

which we are acquainted.

[Explanatory note to letters on figure of Archceopteryx macrura, p. 88.

Fig. 112.

—

l, cast of brain-cavity of cranium (the dark object to the left

of/, is part of maxilla)
; c, c, ribs

; /«, furculum ; sc, scapula ;

A, A',humeri ;
r, /, radii ; «, ulnce ; cr, carpals

;
1, 2, phalangeal*

of manus ;
i, ischium; a, acetabulum :

//'femora
;

t, t', tibia; ;
ml,

tarso-metatarsal bone ; p, phalanges of pes.]



PART I.

EXPLANATION OF PLAN.

GEOLOGICAL GALLERIES.

List of large objects placed on stands and in separate glazed

cases, distinguished on the Plan by a special letter.

Gallery No. 1.

A. The skeleton of Mastodon amerieanus, from Benton co., Missouri (partly-

restored) .

A.A. Reproduction of skull of Brontops tobuslas (Marsh) {see pp. 34 & 35).

B. Skull and lower jaw of Dinotheriam giganteum, from the Miocene of

Eppelsheim, Hesse- Darmstadt. (The lower jaw is a reproduction.)

C. Skull and lower jaw of Mastodon Httmboldli
,
from Chile, in S. America.

5) . Skull with tusks of Elephas ganesa, from the Older Pliocene, Siwalik

Hills, India.

F.. Skull and lower jaw of “the Mammoth,” Elephas primtgeHins, from
the Pleistocene (Brickearlh), Ilford, Essex.

I’. Plasler-east of skull of Elephas aamadicus, Older Pliocene, Siwalik

Hills, India.

G. A very large skull of Elephas hystidriens, from the Siwalik Hills, India

(figured in the Fauna Antiqua Sinaleiisis, PI. IV.)

H. Another skull of the same species placed so as to show the palate and
the^upper molar teeth, from the same locality (figured op. cit.

PI. V.).

I. Skull with horns (restored) of Sivatherium giganteum, from the Lower
Pliocene, Siwalik Hills, India.

K. Skeleton, with antlers, of male of Cere us giganteus, from Peat-deposits

(Pleistocene), Ireland.

L. Skeleton of a (hornless) female of same deer, also from Ireland.

M. Skeleton, with antlers, of another male from t lie Bog of Axe, Gorey, co.

Wexford (from the collection of the Earl of Enniskillen).

M.M. Reproduction (natural size) of the entire skeleton of Dmoceras

mirabile, Marsh, from the Eocene of Wyoming Territory, United

States. Presented by Professor O. C. Marsh, M.A., E.G.S.

J>. Skeleton of Rhytina gigas, “ Steller’s sea-cow,” an extinct form of

Sirenian, once common along the shores of Behring’s and Copper

Island, sea of Kamtseliatka, Been alive by the Naturalist Steller so

lately as 1741.

(1189) h
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98 EXPLANATION OF PLAN.

Gallery No. 2.

O. Restoration of the skeleton of Megatherium, a gigantic Ground Sloth

from the Pleistocene deposits of Buenos Ayres, South America (see

Frontispiece).

P. An almost perfect skeleton of Mylodon gracilis from the Pleistocene of
Buenos Ayres, South America.

Q. Restored Carapace and tail-sheath, of Glyptodon (with skull and lower

jaw, and bones of the fore and hind limbs added).

R. Complete skeletons of Dinornis maximus and Dinornis parvus, with

casts of leg-bones of the largest Jloas known, from New Zealand.

R'. Two skeletons of Dinornis from New Zealand, namely, D. didiiformis

(Owen), and D. gravis (Owen).

S. Dinornis elephantopus, the elephant-footed “ Aloa,” also impressions of

footprints of same. New Zealand.
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An Introduction to the Study of Meteorites, with a List of the Meteorites
represented in the collection. Plan. 8yn. 3d.

The above guide-books can be obtained at the Natural History Museum,

L'romirefl Hoad, South Kaudngtou. Written communications respecting

them should be addressed to THE J)IHECTO/l.

PRINTED BY HARRISON AND HONS. ST. MARTIN s LANE, CHARING CROSS.
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